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Report Finds Sexism

Nearing
Completion

Not ‘Institutionalized’
Former Med Student Criticizes Investigation
HOYA Staff Writer

By Suzanne Lieberman
HOYA Staff Writer
Georgetown’s Gay and Lesbian Student

Alliance

(GALSA)

is currently

completing plans for an AIDS benefit,
tentatively set for April 9, which would
be the first-ever such event at a Catholic
university, according to Isabelle Stahl
(SLL ’92), co-producer of the benefit.
For a year and a half, GALSA has

worked to organize the event to raise
money for AIDS research and treatment, Stahl said. She said she thought it
was appropriate for the event to be held
at Georgetown because the District of
Columbia had a higher incidence of
persons with AIDS than any state in the
country, according to figures from the

ATR. STR. ATR. ATES.

ATT,

<7

National Institutes of Health.
The event organizers said they hoped
to integrate all communities within the
Washington area, where the current
number of AIDS cases is over 6,000,
into the planning and production of the
benefit. In addition, the organizers said
they wanted to make tickets easily obtainable for people off campus, according to Duncan

Ireland (SFS

’94), co-

ATRL.

director of promotions for the benefit.
To capitalize on the “eclectic theme”
that GALSA organizers hope to achieve,
co-producers Stahl and Garrith Xavier-

ATRL

Carey

(CAS

’92) contacted

and con-

firmed guest speakers and performers
“from all walks of life. . . from the arts
and music, to the political and entertainment multi-media arenas,” Stahl said.
Musical performers confirmed to attend include house group Deee-Lite and
recording artist/actress Grace Jones. The
See BENEFIT, p. 3
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By Anne Pierson

AIDS Research
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Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE) delivers his speech on his personal life in Gaston Hall Tuesday night.

Biden Discusses Issues of Morality
Delaware Senator Says ‘Middle Class’ Rearing Taught Him Values
difference between success and failure,” he said, “is how we

By Kristin Lowe and Marion Davis
HOYA Staff Writers

Senator Joseph Biden (D-DE) spoke Tuesday night about
his personal life and the ethical and moral forces that have
fueled his ambitions as part of a lecture series sponsored by
Escape ’95, a Georgetown retreat program.
After a long round of applause from the 500 students and
faculty members who attended the speech in Gaston Hall,
Biden opened by explaining that he felt uncomfortable addressing his private life.
“One of the reasons for my reluctance to say what I want to
say to you is that, from the standpoint of the press, anything
that I say can be easily turned into a self-serving assertion [or
used against me],” he said.

Biden’s speech was not political and instead emphasized
his moral values and the achievement of personal goals. “The

deal with the opportunities that we're presented with and the
difficulties that we all face.”
The Senator said he had encountered several difficulties
along his road to political success. He emphasized, however,
that his problems were no greater than anyone else’s. “My
experiences are unique only in that they’re the only ones I’ve
had,” he said.

According to Biden, the principles that have guided him
through his life and career stem from his lower-middle class,
Catholic upbringing. “Those corny middle class values have
had a very practical implication,” he said.
:
= gi
Biden said he became interested in politics while in-high
school because he saw government not as the “problem,” but
as a possible solution to the inequalities and injustices he
observed

around him. He ran for the Senate in 1972 after

See BIDEN, p. 3

A task force investigating charges of
sexual discrimination atthe Georgetown
Medical School released a report Monday concluding that one urology class
during the mid-1980s was discriminatory against women,
but that “there is no
evidence of a widespread pattern of institutionalized gender discrimination at
Georgetown.”
The task force was appointed three
weeks ago by Dr. John Griffith, director
of the Medical Center, to probe five
specific charges against the school in an
article written by Adriane Fugh-Berman,
M.D. (MED ’88) in The Nation magazine.
Accordingto Fugh-Berman, however,
the task force never contacted her for
clarification about the claims in her article. “I’ve been contacted by numerous
people from Georgetown — faculty,
students and [campus media], but [the
task force] never made any attempt
whatsoever to contact me,” FughBerman said. “Saying my claims are
unsubstantiated is laughable.”
The only charge the task force verified was that women were denied entrance into a urology elective course on
sexually transmitted diseases. The elective, which was held at the WhitmanWalker Clinic, was taught by Medical
School Dean Dr. William Maxted, who

was head of the Urology Department at
the time.
Fugh-Berman contended in her article that a survey done by the clinic
showed that more than 95 percent
of the

couldn’t a reasonable person

assume that female medical students
would be acceptable?” Fugh-Berman
wrote in The Nation.
After examining

the allegation, the

task force found that “there has been
unequal access for men and women to
some parts of the urology teaching experience,” according to a letter by
Griffith at the beginning of the report.
Griffith added in the letter that, in the

future, “we will ensure that male and
female students are given equal access
to examinations of urology outpatients.”
According to Julie Adelson, counsel

for the Medical Center and a member of
the three-person task force, it was the

policy of the Whitman-Walker Clinic,
and not of the university, to prevent
women from taking part in the class.
Adelson said Maxted had asked
Whitman-Walker
to reconsider its policy
toward women. The clinic agreed, cre-

ating a new elective entitled “Introduction to Urology” in 1985 that admitted
two women. The class was cancelled in
1987.
However,

Fugh-Berman

said

the

Medical School was still culpable. If the
clinic’s policy was discriminatory toward women, she said, “it is still
Georgetown’s fault for having an elective there. Would [the Medical School]

affiliate with a hospital that said don’t
send blacks?”
The task force also investigated FughBerman’s allegation that there was sexism in the classes Human Sexuality and
Gross Anatomy.
The report stated: “Review of the
course content and interviews with. . .

clients voted to have women working at

‘faculty who taught thé course demon-

the clinic, while 90 percent approved of

strate a balanced, non-sexist presentation of all aspects of human sexuality.”
Based on analysis of the course con-

medical students working there. “If 90
percent of clients did not mind medical

students and 95 percent did not mind

See SEXISM, p. 3
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Of Council of Europe in History

AER

By Saskia Reilly and
Dominique DeSantis
L

HOYA Staff Writers

a

a

The Secretary General of the Council of Europe
addressed an ICC audience Tuesday, predicting
that her organization would play a significant role
in the democratization of Eastern-and Central
European countries that have joined the Council.
In her lecture, titled “The Council of Europe and

the European Architecture,” Catherine Lalumiere
stressed the distinction between the Council of
Europe, formed in 1949 and located in Strasbourg,
and the European Community, which: was created
in 1957 as a product of the Treaty of Rome.
Today the Council of Europe has 26 member
nations and works to strengthen political, social,

legal, and cultural cooperation, and strives to promote humanitarian ideals throughout Europe.
The European Community, on the other hand,
aims to create political, economic and monetary
union among its 12 member countries by creating a
tute for the Study of Diplomacy, Lalumiere discussed three current issues facing the Council of
Europe: the contribution of the Council to European
stability; the role the United States should play in
cooperation with the Council; and the future of the
Council of Europe.
Incorporation into the Council of Europe has
brought significant benefits to the emerging democracies of Eastern and Central Europe, Lalumiere
said. The Council has worked to assist its newest
See LALUMIERE, p. 3
:

Three Freshmen to Head Controversial Club
By Jennifer Almeida

HOYA Staff Writer
GU Choice ended its tumultuous first
year at Georgetown Tuesday as an approved student organization and began
its second year with new leadership, as
the group held elections to replace its
1991 executive board.
Vanessa

Chipman

(NUR

’95)

and

Julie MacLaren (CAS 95) were unanimously elected as the group’s new cochairs. In addition, Katherine Woolley
(CAS

¥

'
»

£

hy
.

\
V

’95)

was

elected treasurer.

All

three ran uncontested and were elected
by current GU Choice members.
Chipman and MacLaren replace outgoing GU Choice co-chairs Kelli
McTaggart (CAS ’92) and Julie
McKenna (CAS ’92), who were instrumentalin winning official university recognition for the club last February from
Dean of Student Affairs John J. DeGioia.
Since DeGioia’s decision, the group
has found itself at the center of contro| versy. A group of students and alumni,
led on campus by Sean Keely (CAS
| ’93), protested the existence of the group
at Georgetown by filing a canon lawsuit

Last Hurdle in Bid To
Have Plant Approved

single, unified market.
In the lecture, which was sponsored by the Insti-

GU Choice Selects Its
New Executive Board

+

Decision On
Cogenerator
Due Today

Lalumiere Praises Contributions

against the university and claiming that
GU Choice promoted ideas contrary to
Catholic Church teaching.
Keely and the Georgetown Ignatian
Society, an association of students and
alumni opposed to the GU Choice decision, are awaiting the results of an appeal filed after Washington Archbishop
James Cardinal Hickey decided in December that he could not rule on the suit.
If the canon suit is successful, Geor-

getown will be forced to rescindits funding of GU Choice or otherwise possibly
lose its Catholic status.
McKenna said the controversy surrounding GU Choice during the past
year may have intimidated possible candidates who considered running for positions on the board. “I don’t want [the
new officers] to feel unconfident be-

cause theyranuncontested. They’llhave
time to learn the job as they go along,”
McKenna said.
MacLaren said she was “a little bit
nervous” about the upcoming year but
added that she believed in GU Choice
and wanted to continue the work done by
McTaggart and McKenna.
See GU CHOICE, p. 3

By Alan Bash
HOYA Staff Writer

The D.C. Public Service Commission
will decide today whether it will approve the construction of a 56-megawatt power plant on the GU campus.
The ruling by the three-member comCatherine Lalumiere, Secretary General of the Council of Europe, speaks in ICC auditorium.

INSIDE
°IT’S HERE! The HovA’s first
Valentine’s Love Messages Section.
Find a note from that special someone in your life.

See pp. 4-5
*MEMBERS OF THE GU LIBERTARIANS discuss issues vital
to the domestic poltical scene in
America.
See VIEWPOINT, p. 7
*EXCELLENT! Wayne and Garth
of Saturday Night Live fame make
their move to the big screen. See if
all the hype is true in this week's
review of Wayne's World.
See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 8
*SOME OF GEORGETOWN'S
finest performers take the stage this
weekend in the annual Cabaret.

See ENTERTAINMENT, p. 8
*GU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Frank Rienzo says the university
will be keeping its football program,
despite new NCAA regulations.

See SPORTS, p. 10

Citizens Discuss Problem

Of Underage Drinking
CAG Links Crime to High Number of Bars
By Lisa Abbatiello
HOYA Staff Writer
The Citizens Association of Georgetown (CAG) met Monday night to dis-

cuss the relationship between community crime and the concentration of latenight drinking establishments in Georgetown, and discussed ways to control
the problem such as cracking down on
underage drinking in the area.
Arnold Sagalyn, chair.
of CAG’s
Crime

Prevention

Committee,

faulted

late-night drinking establishments for
much of the crime in Georgetown.
Sagalyn quoted statistics from the Crime
Control Institute, a local crime-watch

group, which found that 60 percent of
crime in Georgetown occurred within a
1000-meter radius of Wisconsin and M
streets and that 53 percent of crime occurred between 10 p.m. and 3 a.m.
Pat Allen, chair
of CAG’s Alcohol Beverage Control Board (ABC), at-

tributed the statistics to the high concentration of bars in the area and the inadequate enforcement of drinking laws in
the city. “Georgetown attracts a large
number of underage drinkers because

they know they can be served,” Allen
said.
Allen announced at the meeting that
the ABC Board was considering initiatives to deal with the problem, including
changing the law so that it would be
illegal for underage patrons to use fake
identification.

According

to

Allen,

present laws only hold establishments
responsible for selling the alcohol but do
not punish minors for purchasing alcohol or using fake identification. Allen
said other proposals under consideration
included placing zoning restrictions on
the number of entertainment establishments within a particular area and reviewing tlieliquor licensing requirements
for restaurants.
However, Allen also said he thought
the vast majority of bars in Georgetown
were well-run and well-operated. “Idon’t
want to portray CAG’s actions as an
anti-bar crusade,” he said. Allen added
that the committee’s aim was to “get the
bad apples.”
:
Allen said Anastasia, a dance club on
M Street, may not have its liquor license
renewed by the board, but declined to
See CAG, p.3

mission, to be announced at 11 a.m., is

the last hurdle in the university’s bid to
seek approval from all appropriate city
boards.
The Department of Consumer Regulatory Affairs issued a long-awaited air
quality permit Wednesday, and the Board
of Zoning Adjustment (BZA) approved
the plant in July.
Gary Krull, university spokesperson,
called today’s decision “the missing
piece of the puzzle.”
Victor Podbielski, Georgetown’s director of utilities, said yesterday, “We
are hopeful that the decision of the Public Service Commission is going to be an
approval.”
If the approval is granted, Podbielski
said, the university will complete its
plans in “less than a month” with Dominion Energy, Inc. to finance and build

the cogenerator facility.
But community leaders said they
would continue their opposition to the
cogenerator regardless of today’s decision. A lawsuit against the BZA decision was filed in October by cogenerator
opponents, who have banded together
under the name of the Citizens’ Coalition. Briefs in the case were filed last
month in D.C. Circuit Court, and oral
arguments are scheduled for April.
Westy McDermid, advisory neighborhood commissioner and one of the
main opponents of the plant, said yesterday that appeals or lawsuits by the Citizens’ Coalition in both of this week’s
decisions were also “very likely.”
The Public Service Commissionregulates all utilities in the District, including
Potomac Electric Power Company,
which has agreed to buy the electricity
produced by the cogenerator plant.
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Former Med Student Calls Investigation ‘Laughable’
SEXISM, from p. 1
tent and the 1985 Gross Anatomy final
exam, which “had more questions pertaining to female anatomy than male
anatomy,” the task force concluded that
the courses did not “dehumanize or
trivialize females.”
Fugh-Berman criticized the task
force’s sole reliance on faculty input to
investigate her claims. “It is strange to
ask the institution to confirm a
whistleblower’s charges,” she said.
“That’s the tack you take when you
don’t want information.”
To probe Fugh-Berman’s allegation
that “across the board inequities
in teaching favored male students at the Medical School,” the task force hired an
independent statistician to analyze malefemale student data from 1984 to 1991
with respect to “class composition, aca-

demic performance, curriculum
and post~ graduate placement.” Adelson said.

The statistical analysis did not confirm Fugh-Berman’s

groundwork which involves engaging
faculty, students and staff.”

Adelson said the task force also re-

claim, according

to the report.

viewed a collection of recommenda-

tions deans had written for graduating

students, but found no “qualitative or
quantitative difference between deans’
recommendations on behalf of female
versus male graduates.”
Fugh-Berman said the wrong criteria
were used in determining differences in
evaluations. “The deans’ recommendations wouldn’t be bad,” she said, adding
that other evaluations often were more
damaging.
In his letter, Griffith said that although
the task force has been discharged, further investigation will continue. He
added that the university will implement the two task force recommendations aimed at preventing sexism.
The first recommendation was to survey student attitudes about sexual discrimination at Georgetown. To that end,
the Medical School has asked Dr. Janet
Bickel, assistant vice president for
Women’s Programs at the Association

‘It is strange to ask
the institution to
confirm a whistle-

Even when strategies for combatting
sexism

Medical

|

are devel-

oped, “environmental and institutional

—Fugh-Berman
American

and discrimination

|

changes take a long time,” Bickel said.
The task force also suggested that
each Medical School class elect two

blower's charges’

of

GU Choice
Elects New
Officers

Colleges

(AAMC), to assist in conducting a sur-

vey of all present Georgetown medical
students to help determine sources of
and solutions to sexism at the school.
“I will be advising Dr. Maxted and
Dr. Griffith,” Bickel said, “but it is important for Georgetownitself to conduct
the survey.”
According to Bickel, the Medical
School “cannot enter the strategy stage
without first doing the preliminary

representatives to work with the newly-

|

created Female Faculty Medical Student Advisory Panel to discuss issues
and problems.
Bickel said she supported the idea of
the new committee with student representatives since “many schools have
neutral parties that act as a frontrunner

:

GU CHOICE, from p. 1
Woolley saidshe would also like to
stress the educational purpose of GU
Choice. “I was really put off by Sean
Keely’s actions and the whole canon
lawsuit issue,” she said. “But I think we
should stop being so reactionary to
[Keely’s] movement and work on edu-

cating the campus on the issues.”
Woolley said she felt nervous about
taking a prominent position in the organization because it might lead people to
misunderstand her personal beliefs.
“When you put yourself in this kind of
position, people may assume things about
you that aren’t true. I have some doubts,
butIbelieve [in GU Choice] so strongly
that ’m willing to take that risk,” she
said.

in the resolution of [sexism] problems

or grievances.”
Bickel said the Medical School was
seriously committed to dealing with the
complaints of sexism. “Dr. Griffith and
Dr. Maxted have just recently made
their commitment to finding out about

the problem,” she said. “Dr. Maxted

Courtesy of the Medical School

Dr. John Griffith, director of the

Georgetown Medical Center, has

realizes that this is not just a handful of

discharged the Task Force but vows

disgruntled students.”

to continue the investigation.

Hoya,

there was

a mistake

in the

article concerning special interest
housing. The program COLOURS
was reported as being located in
Copley this year. However,
Village A.

=

patrols responding to fights means police have a weaker presence on residential streets. Perry said the crowds of
people leaving the bars and returning to
their parked cars in the neighborhoods
surrounding Wisconsin Avenue and M
Street contributed to the disturbances.
Although an audience member cited
Georgetown students as another important cause of disturbances and vandalism, the average age of assailants was
between 27 and 28 years old, according
to Perry.
Perry also gave a summary report of
total crime in Georgetown based on sta-

CAG, from p. 1
tion calls. According to Perry, the total
discuss the details of the case.
"number
of reported crimes was down
Roland Perry, DC Metro Police second district police chief, told the audi- from 2,193 calls in 1990 to 2,084 in
1991. The report showed that the numence of approximately 130 Georgetown
residents that a serious problem the po- ber of reported car thefts had increased
lice faced was the number of restaurants from 129 calls in 1990 to 172 calls in
1991; reported simple assault increased
and bars in the very small area around
Wisconsin Avenue and M Street. “On a from 123 to 155 calls; and reported property destruction from 250 to 303 calls.
cold winter night, you have more people
The number of calls reporting robbery,
come out [of late night drinking estabaggravated assault
and burglary declined.
lishments] between one and two in the
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Delaware Senator Speaks

General
Praises Council

On Personal Life, Values

Lalumiere Speaks
To ICC Audience
LALUMIERE, from p. 1
members—Poland, Hungary and
Czechoslovakia—inreforming
their constitutions to ensure democracy, respect
for human rights and the rule of law.
These reforms would enhance the political stability of the European continent as a whole, Lalumiere said.
“Even though membership of the
Council of Europe is restricted to European members, its procedures and working methods are flexible and could al-

Bullets take on the Denver Nuggets.

zine, designed the benefit logo, which

only chance this season to see him livel!

features Madonna and Mick Jagger.
Singer and performer Emest Kohl will
make an appearance as well as TonyAward-winning choreographer Larry
Vicars. Dance performances will include those from Georgetown’s Black
Movements Dance Theater and the D.C.
Contemporary Dance Theater, directed
by Miya Hisaka, G.U. Dance Company
director.
The event’s sponsors include Chanel,
Inc., which will lend $70,000 in clothing to sponsor a fashion show that
evening.
According to Stahl, former GALSA

president Eric Lehot (CAS ’91) garnered the financial and organizational
support necessary to submit a proposal
for the benefit to the Student Activities
Commission (SAC).

Call (301) NBA-DUNK, Ext. Hoya
for tickets.
Tickets must be purchased through the Bullets office. Offer not valid at Capital Centre Box
office or at TicketMaster outlets. Offer expires February 19, 1992.

Throughout

his speech, Biden em-

phasized the importance of family in his
life. “The measure of who Iam is all...
within the context of my family,” he
said. He spoke of his commitment to his
children, to the point that he would take

them to work with him whenever they
asked him.
§
The audience’ reacted favorably to
Biden’s message of hope and traditional
family values, giving him a standing
ovation at the end of the speech. Three
students asked questions, and Biden responded in detail to their inquiries on
how to balance political ambitions and
family values.
At a reception following the lecture,
Biden was surrounded by students, who
questioned him onsubjectsranging from
his relation with the media to his views
onthe economy, civilrights and the U.S.
electoral system. Biden answered the
questions for over an hour, identifying
himself as a strong believer in sexual
and racial equality and a supporter of
universal health care programs and public funding for elections.

Organizers Complete List of Entertainers, Sponsors for Program

Richard Bernstein, whose work includes cover designs for Interview maga-

This former Georgetown star has got a lock on the
NBA's “Rookie of the Year” honors and this is your

working as a trial lawyer and serving in
the New Castle County, DE, City Coun-

paign ironically saved his life, however,
because he was able to seek immediate
treatment after suffering an aneurism
once he had withdrawn from the campaign. “I made a fool of myself before
the entire nation, but it saved my life,”
he said.

GALSA AIDS Benefit Nearly Ready

on Friday, February 21 at 7:30 p.m., when the

Madness at the Capital Centre

The failure of his presidential cam-

BIDEN, from p. 1

cil. When he was elected, Biden was
only 29 years old but turned the legal
minimum age of 30 just before he was
sworn in.
At 48, Biden is a powerful and influential political figure, but his life has not
been trouble-free. Just after his election
to the Senate, he lost his first wife and
daughter in a car accident, a tragedy that
caused him to give up his Washington
(‘home and commute every day from
low for cooperation with the U.S.A, in. Wilmington, where he still lives.
'Biden’s reputation was badly damfields of common interest,” she said.
aged in 1988, when his short-lived presiOther issues in which the U.S. could
dential campaign ended amid accusacooperate with the Council, Lalumiere
tions of plagiarism in college and on the
said, included human rights education,
campaign trail.
the war on drugs, and the prevention and
The Senator candidly addressed this
treatment of AIDS.
issue inhis speech, saying he had “made
The Council of Europe has had a
amistake once” by not crediting a quote
substantial impact on the stabilization
from British Labor Party leader Neil
of Europe, Lalumiere said. The most
Kinnock when he spoke while camrecent challenge for the Council was
paigning in Iowa. Biden lamented the
helping the nations of the former Soviet
fact that the incident had led the AmeriUnion create the Commonwealth of Incan public to question his integrity. “I
dependent States, she added.
was stripped of my honor. . . by my own
“Come what may, we must bring tofault,” he said. “The essence of who I
gether anew European space for human
was was gone.”
rights, parliamentary democracy and the
Biden denied that he ever plagiarized
rule of law,” she said. “The Council of
Europe must make its contribution. It Kinnock intentionally and spoke cynically about other charges that he had
will do so with the help of all its friends
cheated in law school.
and allies.”
x

BENEFIT, from p. 1
Georgetown Gospel Choir was also
contacted but has yet to be confirmed,
Stahl said.

It's Mutombo

Biden Addresses Charges of Plagiarism

In the original proposal submitted to
SAC, the goals of the benefit were “to
ultimately raise funds for the cure and
prevention of AIDS, educating the public while providing a creative, entertaining, diversified forum for open-minded
discussion, thought and action about
AIDS, and many related issues which
effect Georgetown University and DC
Communities.”
Stahl said that although she was unaware of many university officials’ response to the benefit, she was pleased
“that

SAC,

financially,

and

in every

other way, especially [Dean of Student
Affairs] Jack DiGioia and [Director of

Student Programs] Penny Rue, is supportive of what it will do for the univer-

sity [and for] litigating in their favor.”
Ireland said issues of abstinence and
safe sex were bound to be raised at the
benefit. “We need to rise above all this

[sexual bias] so that any type of preven-

Black Theater Ensemble and a studentperformed, one-act play by playwright
Harvey Fierstein.
Ireland said that because the staff expected the benefit to be a high-profile

event, organizers would try to extend
ticket sales over a two-week period.

Student tickets will be $20 to $25 while
tickets for the public will cost about $30.
If the event sells out as expected, the

tion [against the AIDS virus] can be
rallied behind,” he said.

benefit will raise around $5000, Stahl

Stahl said she felt the event would
benefit the GALSA organization because “a total homophobe who sees a
professional affair with fun, creativity
and education
might change his conception of GALSA.”

The event’s earnings will go to AIDS
research and treatment at Georgetown
and in the DC area. Fifty percent of the
funds will go to the recently-appointed
AIDS Clinical Trials Units (ACTU) at
the Georgetown University Medical
Center toward the research and treatment of patients with the HIV infection.

The most difficult problem organizers said they have had has been deciding
on

a theme

for promotion,

which

is

deadlined for next week, because there
were so many groups involved. “We
want to reflect the diversity of the program in the way that we market it,”
Ireland said.
Stahl said she first got involved with
planning for the benefit in late October
when she met with Xavier-Carey once a
week to decide on beneficiaries and to
appoint a production staff. The staff
includes co-producers Xavier-Carey and
Stahl, Ireland, and artistic director
Michael Keyloun (SBA ’93).

“The response to the benefit has been
absolutely phenomenal. . .

[the school]

hasreally answered our call,” Stahl said.

As a result, Stahl has concentrated on
promoting student involvement. The
evening will include performances from
the previously-mentioned Georgetown
student groups as well as the Georgetown

said.

The other half of the proceeds will go
to the Whitman-Walker Clinic in Northwest Washington. The clinic sponsored
last year’s AIDS Walk for the “prevention, research, and education of the AIDS
virus,” said Doug
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Number of Bars In
Area Causes Problems

morning with inhibitions reduced due to
alcohol and getting into street fights and
causing disturbances,” Perry said.

Stroup, the clinic’s

special events coordinator. “We’re very
excited to share in the opportunity to
help bring the message of AIDS awareness to the Georgetown campus,” he
said.
The benefit will be held as the epidemic reaches its greatest proportions.
Areported 206,392 Americans have the
AIDS virus, and 133,232 AIDS victims
in the United States have died already.
Whileittook eight years for the 100,000th
case of AIDS to be reported, the next
100,000 deaths occurred within 26
months, according to the Federal Centers for Disease Control

(CDC)

in an

Associated Press article published last
month.
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Tre Hoyas

Talentines Day
Messages of Love
other message. You haven’t broken

Harbin Ho’s--

my heart and you never will.
I Love You.

Thanks for always being there forme,
even when I come home Oh-so-late!

Jenna

Love,

Dearest Jared Dolce,
I undress you in my mind daily. You
are in my every dream! Hopefully our
love will last. Eternally yours,
Love you,
Christian Laettner

House/Harbin/Henle/Hoya/Hilton

Ho!

Why do birds suddenly appear every

gol ad nud ow bol
Beast 28 2nilis
Thank you for the floorplbii Is your
life already full?

Darren:
T feel really cool knowing T m the
only woman at. Georgetown. whose
photo ‘graces’ the darkroom of the
New York Times’ campus photo
stringer. How about some more roses?

3) Pre-professionals make me sick

4) You know how I feel about you
Dear Binks -- You're the sweetest
sweatheart in the whole world! Let’s

--RJB

Alan--

all cuddle -- Love from your girls,

Oh no, not she -- how you can like her
is a mystery -- leave her, take me -- if
you don’t end this nonsense, I will go
crazy!
Love,
Franny

Cookie, Bluey and Punkface.

Dave J, Dave V, Kerry, Racquel,
Nancy, Liz, Chau, Vanessa (w/o
knowing), Dave B, my love, anyone

--Shani

To all Layla lovers:
#1 - It’s Leila, not Layla

#2 - Get a life!
#3 - Who cares? What do you think,
she’s special or something?
Reality
To all the men of Henle 23 -Thanks fora great year. You guys are
the best.
Love,
Kiersten & Barbara
To all the men who have yet to break

To the Blue-eyed Texan
wonder of 1432 -- Nevermind “Don’t

screw the Crew.” It’s been Kick’n.
Thanks for all the good times. Sorry
you won’t be here V-day night.
L -- The upper class Texan

else who helped me through Feb. 10,
a special Valentine for you. All my
love, Mouse
Dawn
I’m glad we could spend this special
day together. I hope there are many

To the Boxer in Alanya,
Hello, I’m a sheep. Sent the package.
Are you windsurfing yet? ESPN! We

more to come.
TH

miss you. Have fun and don’t die.

De La Musique Avant Toute Chose,

Come home soon.

Dit Verlaine. Mais I1 A
L’amour.
HVD To AJB From DEH

Sio

Dear Brazilian Bunny,

Oublie'

People Care

#10 pale goddess and friend forever.
Dillon --

Happy V-day! Penny

I hope we both get what we really
want for Valentine’s Day! Thanks for

Now

all your support and advice!
Love, Francine
P.S. It’s so wierd . . .

Brian--hey “one wolf,”
you may be a loner and a rebel but I
love you, anyway

my heart
Happy B-Day and V-Day

=
oO

happens when you meet the cutest
little lovey dovey in the whole wide
world. You’re leaving to Madrid next
year. Noooooo! What am I going to

Excalibur -You swim in a sea of oblivion. Don’t
get hooked by a Valentine,
--Elle

You both are quick to amaze,
As you set our heart ablaze, With your words & your wicked ways,
On our Mondays & Thursdays.

please be my Valentine.
Love,
Brenda

How ‘bout a candlelit dinner for two
oradrive inthe new car? I’ll make the

for you? I burn for you.

CC, an unrandom dudette,
Your strong will along with your great
smile and looks have thrown me head

sive dream field.
I love you,
The Uncreative One

over heels. Never change. Thanks for
the chance.

A very greatful dude

D -- Ooh, you know I’m a Europhile.
Be my Valentine.

Clown

To Donna & Dora-For both of you, my partners to the
letter,

Happy Valentine’s Day to my betters
“Semper fidelis. Always faithful, always true.”
What would I do without you two?
XO Dylan

-- The Delegates

_—
—
TL

dk

vod

Joan,
You are the light of my eyes and the
joy of the soul
Signed -- NOT: .the Dreadlock
Dearest JoBear,
Happy

Valentine’s.. Day

your Valentine wishes come true.
--Brian

special to me and I love you.
--Xian

lady.
Your baby,
Keemo. Happy Vallie’s Day.
Hoss Women -- Happy Valentine’s
Day! Don’tforget-- good things come
to those who wait.
--Fozi Bear
To the House that Tilts -Yall are a great bunch of people and
friends. Thanks for everything. I love
you all.

Jodi,
To the saving grace of the sports staff.
Looking for a Valentine? I’m not far
away.

John,
Happy Valentine’s Day. The last few
months have been great and I know

We just wanted to wish you a very
You guys are great! Even better than

i

Happy Valentine’s Day. Meet you in
Montreal in the Spring, Love you very
much,
3
{

Fred and Bob
I saw I trembled
I found I conquered
Your love I triumphed

My life my heart
To you Thank You

To the girl at Joseph,
The music was sonorous, the choreography moving but the best part was
you sitting ‘next to me. Hope to see
you again soon

Joshua Tree ----Happy Valentine's

heart!
--The Girlscout

J -- If I am yours, will you be mine?
ILY, Paper Doll, now and forever.
Yours,

Jack. Jack come my way someday.

Glendi and Beth:
To the hottest feminists on campus,

-- D.

Love,

with the shortest skirts! You make my

Dear J.J.,

masculine palms sweat. Be mine.

Forget the girls and come with me.
We will make beautiful music together for the rest of the world to see.

To: Just Little Pat;
One of the coolest, studliest, wildest,
funniest news writers around. Thanx

LOVE YOU SOOO0O -- D.

I’ll love you forever,
To Greg -- Your sexy lovemuscle is
our inspiration, the meaning of our

Shadow

lives. Take us all away to your private
paradise.

JM.-HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAATCHOOOOO0O00000
00000000000000000000
Love, Eric

Monique,

Alexia,

and

Tomoko.

>

we’ll have many more good times.
Love, Margie

Claudia

Do you know that I’ve moved in?
Know that You've moved into my

LCTI Power!

ott
“hy

Som: your

I’ll always remember my cute little

the Swedish ski team. . .

=

2

-but you’re a wonderful friend. Hope

-- Kara,
To Doug and Alexia
Looking forward to the Mass Gang
Bang at the Hilton this weekend.
Happy NAIMUN Valentine’s Day.

2AnRNd

warm, furry friend. You are really

Hoya Men--

To DN-- Felix and Oscar,
Ilook forward to spending Valentine's
Day with you. Thanks for always
keeping my hands warm. Keep swing-

Carmen Fernandez:
I want to hold you in my arms, caress

MO

John and Frank,

Buckle, Mimi, & Keesha-What can I say, to such crazy, stupid,

ing and chopping.
Love,

3

>

do, what am I going to do? Anyway,

(Thanks for letting me adore you!)
Fran-You came out of nowhere and stole a
place in my heart. Well, not exactly-

| ATA

<

certainly can’t, but guess that’s what

the Fridge

AE
SN

You’re my Ditka.
Love,

& Brian, too:

To the “American Poet, Jr.”
Without you I would be but a solitary
white rose in the midst of an expan-

O., Thabi N. and all those other good
buddies -- What would I do without
you? Love, ASH

lieve it’s been more than a year? I

To the Gentlemen of Village B #66

--Fuego Secreto

To AmyS.,CoreyS.,RichC., Manan,
Carol W., Angie M., Neil N., Amelia

Ernie--

--KAA

you. How can I express my passion
David

Hii Cutieee! This is your baby writing. Just a note to remind you how
much I care about you. Can you be-

time if you will.

You are my first and only love. No

matter where Iam you’ll always be in

i

-- Kevin

Yi

I've seen you in the library -- Hush!
No words -- .

my SOfTow in many beers.

--Jen

beautiful friends. Happy Valentine’s
Day!

Ally,

Love,

that you’ve cut your hair --

DMS -- I know you're busy but . . .

creatures who indulge in it.

To all OSP’ers -- since this is the day
of love, IjustthoughtI’dlet youknow
that I LOVE working with you!
Party Reptile

SRG

Jssisa Roads

When

With you, my heart I'll share.
Brian--

Happy Valentine’s Day!

“Il drown

Flable,
My love for you this Valentine’s Day
Is miles beyond compare.
Tomorrow and forever,

Derek -- Don’t get lost

Just bring it all on. I’m numb now.

3429 O St. who shared a hatred of
drumming around fires and the weak

velvet ‘brings’ me to fears,

and Steve Miller, will keep you company this weekend.
_Katherine
Love,

M&M

my heart and the man who just did --

To all of iny fellow housemates at

Elvis Presley - +=] still love Yous music
after all these. years, Your) icture on

Dearest Ferdi & Geoff:

Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
Your other bunny, little UTKA,

Hey Roomie -- HAPPY V-DAY !!!
Thanks for all the talks and tears all
hours of the morning. Kenny Rogers

mi

Matt Moses

grr

where do you want me?

Dear Jersey Girl in Lyon,
Hurry home soon -- miss you much.
--Your favorite Corpie

hg

I want the world to know!
Love,

BR

ILove You,

take my picture, and for walking me
home all those late nights. . . So,

yt nl

Thanks for coming down to GTB to

yt =

Dear Barry,
I love you! And happy anniversary!
--Mike

NS

2) I HATE Harvard School guys!

Elizabeth Collins,

gt pet pt

:

Hey Little Boy -- You are my sunshine and I Love You -- Little Girl.

Darren, you photo stud,

bet pt

1) Youre evil

-- Christine

CN OUR

Let’s get some things straight:

Buttlong, etc.)! Ethiopian delight.
Meet me in Dallas on June 20.

ap

Adorable Little Fuzz-ball --

Jennifer of Jupiter (Oh-blonde-one,

Yours, Clueless but Happy.

Goma
SR ER RE

Journey and go out to dinner again.
Love,
Billy Joel (Stress King)

“Ed. Media Mike”
Thinking of you. Hope we can spend
more time together.

TN.

or promiscuous. Let’s listen to some

all your support in life’s complications.
HAPPY V-DAY !!!

A

Acuba Girl,
Thanx for your support last week.
You're definitely not mealymouthed

Danny

90210, Pizza, late night debates, and

——

bitty pretty one.

Will you be my Valentine?

Ee

-- Ben Peace, Love and Chang

Hey 4th Floor Lounge Crowd -Thanks for James Dean, Doogie,

Rr

I always will. I'll be proud to share
your name, your life, and the lives of
our children. 143 JPC, Your little

Jennifer,

I. ET

I loved you then, I love you now, and

I may be alittle late, but I'll always be
there for you.
Georgetown, I love ya,

(Jeremy, Alan, Jeff and Yossi)

A

Happy Birthday Amanda Brown-

--Brian

=

Tatiana., Jennie, it’s a perfect circle!
Natalie, forever my goddess U will B.

ter. I think it’s time we throw a party
together. Happy Valentine’s Day.
Henle 40 Guys

=

from your Pentecostal polyglot friend.

Wehavebeeninlovealong time, and
our time together has only been an
instantin the years and years to come.

E -- LW.D.I.D.
Are you HNB yet? Happy Valentine’s
Day, Sweetheart . . . or would you
rather I wish you a Merry Christmas?
ELLY.
H

As U2 once said, “Achtung, Baby!”
Happy Valentine’s Day!

We’ ve been watching you all semes-

AT

Babydoll,

Jenn A.
Thanks for being such a good friend.

Henle 39 Women:

AAT

Laramie, Moi droog! Happy V. day

books upon the windowsill.
Where once we sought chemistry’s
essence
Only the memory of my favorite partner lingers still.
Thus, to one whom I owe the entertainment of those late afternoons, their
beauty and their spirit, (to one who
could not return too soon!),
Many words, but only this to say:
“Happy Valentine’s Day.”
XO Dylan

E -- I’m afraid of ruining our
freindship; but I think I’m falling for
you anyway. I know I’m being stubborn, but I'm a Taurus.

AT

-- Nikolai Wenzel
Love ya’ Nik.

To Danielle (my favorite partner)-Where once you cast your presence:
An empty lab desk across the sink, no

Happy Valentine’s Day.
Love
Denna

A

At’e os Sonhos, Vou te ver Na Rede!

Love,
Poor Jonas

A

can’t be put into words. Take me in
your arms and hold me forever. Love,
Joe Walsh

Day to my one and only sweetheart. I
love you very much, and hope to see
Kooch

Ck

..aaAAACHOOO!!
Happy Valentine's Day, A.A.
Hey Mo, Phil. Love is grand. . . So
I’ve heard. coup? coup detat!
“Loveisharmony between two souls.”

but my feelings of love for you just

A

ways. .
Love L & V

JEJMP - -- . only 98 days left!! I can
hardly wait.
--Pfislro

Heat,
You make my temperature soar.

A

roses!
628

the house.)

This Valentine’s Day, don’t forget to
Get On With the OI' Turkey Dawg!

—

How do I love thee, let me count the

;

D. Wimpy -- (and all other ladies of

—

To A.T.

ness. I love you very much, cheeky

times you are near. Just like me, they
love to be close to you. I know you
always thought of me as just a friend

A

302,
Thank you for two years of happi-

A

Asha,

Love is in the air
It smells
Love,
Kevin

PT

Larry

Dear 2nd floor St. Mary's

Love,
Amy

i

Dear Daniel Purcell,

Valentine’s Day so special!
Love,

Veneoffet Byachad Leolam

Chabeebee

gp

again. Just let down your guard and
let me get close to your heart.

2-11-70

never ends. Like a cold summer breeze

x

I promise, I won’t make you wait

your beauty refreshes my heart. I
know NOW I want you more than a
friend, I think of you & me envolved
in sensual love everynight between
the sheets. Give yourself to me Dan,
& I am yours. Love, Jim Jr. Kenny

your beauty ‘is’ what “nlakes

a

and

Hoy S

Jage,
I'm glad we’re back. We never really
missed a beat.

Hachneesayni Tachat Knafaych,

for the news tips -- Stay Cool and we
luv you!

Ge lV. gett

Love,

Dorsey,
You're a great friend. You’ ve always
been there for me in the end. I’m sorry
for my mood swings. What caused
them has been worth it -- it’s certainly
enjoyable. Don’t worry about your

-- The Dynamic Trio -ee

Daniel Brennan,
My love for you is like a river that

K-TOE -- It’s been a year, I hope it
goes for another; Good Luck!
JW

~~

To Angie:
You are a beautiful and exciting
Texas Lady! I am lucky to have you

¥

PRT

2-19-70:
I love you!
Happy Valentine's Day.

Gruezi Ariane
Avec tout my liebe for this premier
St. Valentin fuer long serie

J.M_.H. -- Thanks for everyday of the
last fifteen months. I love you!

Kelly,
Thank you for showing me how to
smile, beautiful soul. I love you
sweetie!

Baize

D.SS

Edward J.

Love Messages
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Love: ‘Exciting er New; Come Aboard,
We're Expecting You...
Kevin -- the chicken caught on fire,
and the brownies fell apart but, hey,
we had Garth Brooks and beer. Now

it’s your turn to cook.
Love, Jen
ou

Kira,
I will always love you.
Steven

cr

in

Kirk,

To my crybaby,
I’m gonna listen to my heart this time:
Will you go out with me, again? Ilove

Love

you.

:

Always,

your

rock

and

your

--N

crutches.

Dear Map Girl,
It was truly a stimulating experience
watching you eat cheesecake. Point
us in the right direction, baby.
-- Viewpoint Past and Present

My Dearest “Hester” -Have a wonderful Valentine’s Day
and always remember that I love you
and that you are the best friend I have
ever had.
Take care! Love,
“Maverick”

Marianne,

Your irreplacable -- one of akind!! I

It’s great having U.N. school with

Tomy favoritehomophobewhocan’t

Love You!
Tara, Don’t loose your conifdence --

me.
Wuyv Efraim.
Hmm I have 30 words . ..
anti-disestablishmentarianism,

bowl with me
Valentine’s Day!

Super-califragilisticexpialidocious.

My Dearest Chris Zochowski,
Thanks for the night on your futon!
Hope we can do brunch soon!
Love and Kisses,
Your little green banana cupcake

you need it now more than ever!
Sincerely,
Holey feet
93

Margaret “Peggy” Jewell of Village

Kris W -- I like the way you say
goodbye. Say HI to Millie. Remember kisses Everywhere Love S.Z.

B: Feed me Skor Bars and queso. Be
my penpal. Life without you is unbearable; I want you like the Sahara
wants rain.
GOTCHA! Hah!

laach hagadol, hamoray,
vihahaver shelli--

Ani Ohevet Ata! Toda raba layofim
yomiim vililaiim vibokeriim yehad - vihaharbe libo!
Biahavah, haachot hakatan Shella.

Dear Laura -You never thought I'd do this, did
you? Love You.
THG

around!

My dearest Stephanie Strid,
How I yearn for your love! All those
intimate lunches are not enough, so
let’s have dinner. Happy Valentine’s
Day.

Mark Venturi,
Happy Valentine’s Day,

Love,

From A Flaming Admirer.

Mary R., tennis star,
I’m a hopeless romantic,
When I think of you.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, the Mexican fried dish at the
meaning of life plus one.

LEAF -- Meet me at the Tombs in 20
years for A beer and a laugh on the
rooftop.

My Valentine has doubted me
But O, I shan’t be smitten
I'll say a prayer and brave the wood
Until I find him sleeping
Young Puck will touch his eyelids

--BW

AI

ATTN AG

Lee -- Is this an equivalent to a rose?
Let’s talk about it. Anyway, good and
bad, I hope you like the number thirteen. One. iCAU -- E

MB -Thanks so much for these incredible

bot
A
A
—

IM

a

ate? Guys in North Carolina!
--K.L.

Love,

You can make even studying religion

Dorkhead

exciting!

the Viewpoint Editor

DA
-

Dearest Minou,

I’d be lost without you. But, I'm so
glad you’re here -- it’s been too long.
Happy Valentine’s Day! I love you
with all my heart. Yours forever,
Li

my heart falls into my shoe.
For you I'd wear clothes made of
Dacron
Or dress like a cow and go “Moo”!
-- A mystery suitor
:

—

th ait

Omnibus Valentine -- For Mike , . .
my travelling scientist & my valentine. For Vil B 29 . . .

To the attention of Madam Nagatha:
Contract # 666 has now been extended indefinately. The original date
of March 6 is no longer an option.
Diddums

Maggie F. -- Light my fire, red hot
baby.

Tweedledee

~

Maggie Finan
Your love and affection has been the
crutch that has kept me from stumbling blindly through these troubled
times.
Your Love

To the only Pee Ri:

Mom and Dad. ..
Happy Valentine’s Day

:

Please stop swinging from
FOOL! I thought you knew!

Dearest Right Hand,

~~

Roswell-Can’t wait to see you in a bathing suit
on the sandy beaches of Jamaica.

V.N.; K.I; J.A.; LM. -- Thanks for
being there for me whenever I need
you. Ya’ll are the best! Happy Valen-

Valentine’s Day and everyday to-

tines Day.

gether. Until then... Faithfully yours

DSS:

Puddin’
Wanted: Village B apartment resiSweet Lorna we must part

dent with short hair for Monday Night
Northern Exposure companionship.

I cannot claim you in my heart
For it’s been taken from behind
A porpoise has it, my Valentine

Must have Camping and Sailing experience. Smoking Preferred. Will
Travel. Contact the J-man, wherever
he may be. Happy V-day.

Sweetie -You look very pretty today! I love

you tons! Only six months plus one
day to the Big Day!
Love,
Bunny

With gentlest of gestures do I go
unknown,
With the softest of thoughts I remain
alone.

Into the night the coldness abounds,
My only friend a cigarette.

Ted,

To my wonderful Snowflake,

I’ll be your Valentine today, everday

Happy Valentine’s Day! Have a great

-- forever.
Love,

day and I will see you for dinner!--

Gail

RS

Theo’s amusing, Josh is sweet.

Yipiyuk -- I’ll love you forever.
Schnooker doodle

Love,

Cameron’s a babe (mighty sexy)
But you’re the best to eat.
Robert --I’ll be your love slave today.

You lied to me, but didn’t shun my
kiss. Maybe there was a want there, a
wanting, who can tell?
Thanks.

Love, Jeff

RYT

;

Zo -- It doesn’t get much better than

you.
-- Your 4th Floor New Southerners
love you.

“Poor poor Tim-my, What’cha gonna
do?
Brian hates that white space, whatcha
gonna do?”
“Go, go, go Timmy, You know
What they say-Go, go, go Timmy, print it anyway--

Sha la la. Timmy, you’re doin’ fineYou and your blank space are ahead
of your time!”-Love, Suzanne!

-Your castaway.

Dear Paul,

I wish you could stop being your
secret admirer. Happy Valentine's
Day!

Woosh. . . That girl.

TMR,

Sweet Suzi, “Cage Kozak”

You’re not just another girl in his

I adore your aura and long for your

class. Happy Valentine’s Day!

symphasis pubis!?? I think it’s time
for another “Harbour” Night, don’t

And “Eyelashes”
Marion: the new
Chris Miller: my
There’s Mary of

you?

And Manganball 0’ stress,

YL. KC

passion and smoked salmon

N’oublie pas: Longmeadow population: 8,999.

Dearest Smookie,
Loving you is so beautiful. You are
my heart and soul, my night and day.

I love you with all my heart. Happy
Valentine’s Day!
Always,
Vette

you, and you are very special to me.
Love,
Perry

Mossy-Doo-Guess what?! I’m in America! You
have been the greatest thru it all!
Happy Valentine’s Day! ... Brunch?!

But I'll be back in one day.
with you.

ILOVE YOU!
To Perry
I Love You
From
Michelle
Pod-Easter Woman came today and took
away my wife

Magoo,

My hands enjoy your luscious form

When I think about you I touch myself.

and gliding along your soft skin
And that is just where I'll begin

took her through an open doorway to

Maverick

--Everest

--Spam as the bread

Dear Toad,

Though we have our differences and

Dear Peeps, Happy Valentine’s Day.
I’m sorry I had to go away.
Until then I’11 be blue because I’m not

You're a motley HOYA group
some of you poor and some rich-and you put up with me
when I was a bitch.
The great E-n-C
Becky my roomie:
Don’t work too hard-I know why you’re gloomy.

TLH becomes TLC on June 13th. I
LOVE YOU! GMC. BR to NO to St.
Johns. Look out!

Your almost an adult daughter

Love

A Love Poem

And C.J. is mumbling.
Andy’s smiling more,
But Kevin's still grumbling.
Tim likes to yell,
Jonas: a turkey dawg
Spending time with Jen:
Roommate in a fog.

--M

Mountain climber -Your lips are always wet and warm

Sugar Bear -- Being separated from
youis especially difficult on days like

Wheel’s looking tense,

Sagittarius -“I want to travel with you. . .”
-- Aquarius

Thank you for being so good to me - I love you --

love you

Love, The Girls of 88

“Tim Delaune had very few cares-He was one good Hoya Ed-i-tor.

Dearest Sonjie,
Happy Valentine’s Day! With us its
an adventure, but always fun. I love

To the most wonderful and beautiful
lady in all of the world. I miss you.
Enjoy Turkey and don’t forget that I

Day.

SMR

Dying to be with you, yours with
a Happy

Valentine's Day and wondered if you
would like to do dinner together next
week, even if I’m from the “Valley”

--signed

more than others. Happy Valentine's

How do I love thee? Let me count the
ways... 1,2,3,4,5.

Selma Nasser,
Patricia Fou(n)dy,

you

Verbs, Darren, Bayne, Bronko, Matt
-- We love you guys. Some of you

Love ya lots,

Dear Thimy,
Happy Valentine’s Day cutiepie. I'm

P. -- keep the faith -- PJ

wish

have

glad we canbe together. Best of Luck.

Love,

to

would

Sally-them!

LOVE: The Nughts!

Wanted

AA

«

mostly your friendship!

> —

and Alexandria! Let’s always be together. Love is ours, big guy! DO
ME!
-- Lover

ct au

Howabout letting me look into them
over dinner?
Liam

For the Ranch . . . you're making
yourself scarce. But I love you ALL.

in Prague, Moscow, Kiev, Athens, Cairo

Mutt

NORAH O’DONNELL-Nice eyes!

Love & hugs for dealing with me.

Lover, Big Love in 1992! Let’s do it

year? I wonder...
Love,

Rizzie--thanks for being a friend and
lover.
--Loveburger

housemate, the Scalpster-Thanks for taking in an orphaned

freshman and sharing your phone,
your couch and your beds. . . but

:Who

He impressed us all by leaving blank
space on his page! Do,-do,do,do.”

To the men of Henle 40 and honorary

Dark-haired beauty from Akron,

A

Dear Nicola,
“Con tutto il cuare. ..”
Love,
Matt

valentine chocolates everywhere.
Love,
Ichu

Missy McCready --

To the Raisinloaf Gang:
What would I do without y’all? You
are the best thatI could ask for. Next

Love,
P. Nis.

To the littlest one to ever be born.
You're so tiny, can you read this?
Be good and don’t get your Gerber

Love to the sweet angels of the “Dy-

le ME Le

Suzanne.

Megs -- 2,4,6,8 Who do we appreci-

Melanie,

namic Trio” from their enthusiastic
admirer

ever change that.
S.L.

Love Always,
Karen

weeks! The Great Escape Continues

Ba Bah. Congrats on beings a PTS. I
hope you’ll be lucky in love, eh!

all had Valentine’s. Look out Canada,
here comes WAM!

P.S.H.
I love you very much -- nothing will

Rick -- Here’s to almost six months
and counting! Happy Valentine’s Day
... ILOVE YOU!

spend Valentine’s Day together. I
love you sweetheart! Love always,

Lita,

Look at it this way: the Annals of the
Den of Sin would be so boring if we

Professor Viksnins -- Just wanted
you to know I think you’re cute. Take
me out sometime. Happy Valentine’s
Day!
Michelle

Dear Nat -- I'm so happy we can

hg

Love,

To Leigh
For the best kiss with lasagne breath
I ever had.
From, Raf

From Professor Lagon (M)
To Professor Lagon (S):
Have a very voley Valentine’s Day

smooth

And on his lips I'll plant a kiss

To: SRM

Pub-bound?
thought?

today. I’ll be glad when we can spend

your green banana cupcake.

I’ll make you tingle
I beg you, be my prince

At

Thanks for being there.
Love,
your amoral friend.

Mary -Psycho killer
Qu’est-ce que c’est?
Fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa fa

PreciousYou are my inspiration, you infatuate
my humble senses with your unearthly
fire, you startle my slumbering consciousness with a vivid rapture beyond all imagining. I love you.
- Diddums

Happy

Awake my Frog

nt iid fe

eel)

To the man who made me tingle to
Lisa Stanfield. Please shower me with
your affection again! I miss you.

To Sonya, Irene & Marissa:
Although I might not be around so
much these days, I want you to know
that I love you guys!!
ASHA

sometimes disagree
In happy times and sad, what better
friend than me?
Because you know there’s no place

else I'd rather be than by your side.
So if you need a Valentine, you don’t
have to look too far,

(Our love was written in the stars)
Butif you need advice from your best
friend to help you decide:
“Be mine, my one and only Valentine.”
Love,

Frog

Tom -- Ten months is along time, but
nothing compared to a lifetime together. Here’s to the future! I love
you!

Nate,
Scoop,
soulmate.
Bunn fame,

Conny’s on drugs-Jeff Staadt hates a mess.
Sarah’s lookin’ around,
and Alan is corny.
Pearl’s Jamming Hard,
And Jeremy’s horny.
Mikkel’s cutting edge,
Ilove Andy’s hair,
But Matt doesn’t say much,
And Q’s never there.

Ed keeps on spouting,
Navy Dave thinks he’s tuff,
John Russ has nice cakes,
Jason Altberger’s the stuff!
Ilove you guys,
through sleet, snow, and thunder,

Happy Valentine’s Day!
Affectionately -- Lunder.

Potpourri
To our friends next door:
Class Always Sells. Why did you ever
doubt us? Seriously, Happy V-Day.

-- Lisa
To the Sports Staff:
I know draft dodgers.
I’ve been to dances with draft dodg-

ers.
And believe me, gentlemen , you're
no draft dodgers.
-- The EIC

Vera -You are and always will be the only
woman in my life. Without you I am
not complete.
Love, AT.

the afterlife
Dear GU, Looking forward to Love Messages 1993. “This is the beginning ofa beautiful relationship. " --THE HOYA

Victor-You'll always be my best friend.
—Love, Punkette.

Wonder-Ba Bah. Hope your Valentine's Day is
fulfilling on two fronts: Sha Sta.
--Lita
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Prats me.

NCH!

Sexism and the Medical Center

Dump the Hometown Honey
contact is virtually nil. And when you do
talk, petty spats arearegular occurrence.
Finally, the day has arrived to put yourself out of this misery and ditch that high
school sweetheart.
You're a different person now. Your
relationship with your Hometown Honey
is over. Besides, a new relationship will
present a new challenge, and it will help
you snap out of that mid-winter depression.

the happy couple promising to “stay to-

gether forever.” You pack for school and
throw in all those cheesy photos of you
both at the beach, or wherever. After
pledging eternal love, you part. Then comes
college, and, uh, the Pub. Phone contact
begins to dwindle rapidly. By Thanksgiving, the pictures are down. You see each

other during Winter Break — very awkward. There was nothing to talk about.

Everybody is looking for an excuse to
dump the Hometown Honey. And here it
is. Valentine's Day is the perfect time to
kill two birds with one stone — get rid of
the “ball and chain” and, on the same
day, send a card to that hot freshman
you've been dying to ask out. Don’t wait.
Dump the Hometown Honeys now, before
they dump you.

‘a—
—
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The passage indicated that the exchange with the new faculty member is
to take place at the time of appointment,
not of application, and the implication is
clearly that it is not to be used as an
intimidation, or as a way of limiting the
freedom of thought and expression which
this Constitution elsewhere approves.
There is no indication that it should be
done through a senior administrator, and
in practiee, if the exchange is to take
place one-on-one, it might well be better
to work through a member of the department involved, perhaps by one having
similar academic interests or a similar
rank, so that discussion can be candid, to
the point, and without threat.

The stipulation also shows an understanding of the historical context within
which the exchange with the new faculty
member is to proceed: it is “the Catholic
identity of the Institution” which is at

To the Editor:
As many will attest, I do not usually find favor with the majority of
your editorials, Tuesday’s edition
on February 11 was no exception.
is needed.
Your editorial, “Money for Noth-

ing. . . and the Picks for Free” was
totally off the mark.
First, I find fault with your asser-
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tions have emphasized mutual respect,

social and ethnic diversity, and concern
for others, and have done so in terms
which this Constitution approves.
If there is a difficulty, it will appear in
the injunction to the new faculty member “to promote, or at least to respect”
the Catholic identity with which the
Constitution is concerned. In certain
fields, to enjoin someone

with certain

philosophical principles to do so is more
complex than first appears, particularly
if that identity is (or has been) represented in the static and traditional terms.
which sometimes appear. No doubt that
was one of the reasons which led to the
idea that Fr. Hehir, a deeply honorable,
amarkedly perceptive and humane man,
should explain Georgetown’s Catholic
identity; at least there would be no dan-

ger that his explanation would appear
provincial. The concern that developed,

of ccurse, was that the intervention of
even a particularly able Vice President

Jonun C. HirsH
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

At Georgetown , There is no Such Thing As a Free

This time, however, Ifeel aresponse

TheiHova

and it is not difficult to recall a professor

who, though “a good academic,” did not
care much for people. Even under the
sensitive conditions which this Constitution could create, it may not seem
intrusive to explain to a new faculty
member (perhaps together with others,
as happens during the new-faculty retreat at Faulkner) the university’s concern not only for academic standards but
also for humane values, and to offer an
account of its relation to the institutional
church, so opening a dialogue which
does not seek closure. The relationship
to the church varies, of course, from
institution to institution, as does the perception of it, and for many determining
exactly what is Catholic may itself be
elusive (compare Cardinal Ratzinger and
Father Boff), but in any case the exchange should make it possible to raise
that issue in terms which may be most
readily understood.

Lunch

dn

Now it'sFeb. 14, a healthy month since
you've seen your Hometown Honey. Phone

AT
A.
CT.

will seem to many an unwelcome intrusion, seek to accomplish?

Traditionally, Valentine's Day has been
an opportunity to rekindle old romances
and send notes of reconciliation to those
significant others in our lives from whom
we have strayed. But this year on
Valentine's Day, we have a different message: Dump your Hometown Honey, your
old high school flame, and embark on a
brave new search for love and romance
right here on our own Hilltop.
Whether this is your first year at Georgetown or your last, the storyis always the
same. A summer of romance ends with

SS.
J
(|

And what does the new procedure, which

as long a lineage, recent years at least

have established it too as one of the
practices here. Thus certain of our tradi-

NN

MT

tion that eliminating the prizes of the
first pick in the housing lottery as
well as Lisner 22 will somehow benefit the auction as a whole by making
it “equal.” By including these two
lucrative prizes in the auction, the
senior class raised nearly an additional $10,000 for their Senior Week
and the charities which they support.
Certainly, by offering these prizes to
the

auction,

Housing

Services

is

shrinking the pool of available apartments. These two prizes, however,
do not even account for more than
one percent of the total apartments
available on campus. I firmly believe that we should sacrifice
the two
apartments toraise nearly 10 percent
of the total auction proceeds.
Second, you call the auction “elitist.” I agree. Charity auctions by
nature need to be elitist. Coordinators of auctions for charity nationwide will readily admit that they
attempt to lure attenders who are
wealthy. The entire goal of the auc-

tionis to raise money. This cannotbe
accomplished without offering prizes
which attract those individuals who
can afford to purchase them. Charities such as the American Heart Association, The Boys Club, and thousands of other private schools and
organizationshave auctions to raise
muchneeded funds. I would be skeptical if any senior told me that they
would sacrifice the auction or in
particular, housing picks, in favor of
perceived “equality” when this sacrifice would result in a much higher
charge per person for Senior Week.
Third, you hypothesize that Housing Services is just waiting to dole

outeight:

additional housing picks

to the class committees. Who are
you kidding? The senior class has an
unwritten agreement with Housing
Services to obtain these two picks, I
highly doubt that Ms. Menendez
will sacrifice any more housing picks
as donations to other committees or
clubs.
Fourth, you mention that the auc-

tion price, $25, is too high. You
know as well as I that charity auctions in Washington and other major
cities around the country charge at

least

$25 per person. More often

some surplus for charity.
Fifth, in your opinion, the items

which were auctioned off were extravagant and unnecessary. Again,
you are way out of line. Irefer to my
original point, auctions are planned
to turn over huge profits for the sponsoring organization. By offering
“priceless” items such as the Joker
Glove, the auction committee has
succeeded in obtaining a rare item
which draws attention and thus sells
for a high value.
Sixth, you argue that the auction
should be opened up to the entire
community, Do you mean for free?

As anyone knows, especially here at
Georgetown, nothing is free!
Finally, the entire purpose of the
auction is to raise money which will
help to defray the costs of Senior
Week. For those individuals who
. cannot afford to attend the week, the

auction provides much needed funding, thus is not elitist in the way that
you portray it.
It is clear that the Hoya is searching for an editorial here. The auction
is a well-run, profitable, and fun
event. It is too bad, however, when

organizations such as the Hova seek
out and decry successful events.

than not, the price is much higher.

The price of $25 is entirely reasonable when you calculate the cost of
the hotel and bar as well as allow

Joun J. Murphy IV

SBA '94
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Although the American hierarchy has

yet to formalize that instruction, it will
certainly take it up in due course. But
what does this Constitution call for?
What information should be supplied?

towards the specific character of the
place concerned. At Georgetown, for
example, it would be useful to emphasize how the university has from its
Yet the whole issue is one which for
beginning accepted non-Catholic, as many non-Catholics, and some Cathowell as Catholic students, and has lics, may seem to have a touch of
regarded them as persons to be eduMcCarthyism in it, so that if this
cated, not as potential converts. Again,
Constitution’s provision is to have a
from the early days G.U. has sought
positive result, the exchange with the
out professors from abroad realizing the new faculty member must not only be
importance of a variety of academic
without intimidation, it must emphasize
traditions and approaches in maintain- the Catholic university’srespectforthose
ing a high standard, even when (as fre- values which a new faculty member, of.
quently happened) that variety led to whatever persuasion, ‘may share.’ I un-*
dissension. And although the concern derstand that some professional values
for social justice probably cannot claim are themselves humane, but not all are,

~~

claims was inadequate. For example, it
concluded that a Gross Anatomy class
mentioned by Fugh-Berman in her article
was not sexist — because there were more
questionsrelating to female anatomy than
male anatomy on the final exam. This
quantitative, highly cursory approach,
however, can by no means be considered
a good indicator of whether female
anatomy actually received as much class:

fies, attention should also be directed

could not but appear somewhat unsettling, and might give the impression of
limiting the freedom of the new faculty
member to pursue his or her research in
whatever direction it might lead, though
that was not the intention.

I.

Fugh-Berman's

issue, and again the implication is that,
apart from the larger institutional relationship which the Constitution identi-

A

set out to refute

To the Editor:
I submit that the recent newspaper
stories about Rev. J. Brian Hehir’s role
in interviewing applicants for positions
at Georgetown have not taken up certain
facts relevant to the discussion, which
may be far from over. On August 15,
1990, the Vatican issued an Apostolic
Constitution on Catholic Universities
which contains this sentence:
“All teachers and all administrators,
atthe time of their appointment, are to be
informed about the Catholic identity of
the Institution and its implication, and
about their responsibility to promote, or
at least to respect, that identity.” (Pt. II,
Art. 4, Para. 2)

1

mittee

sic

Ts.

hospitals and universities across the country. The report made no attempt to recognize the possibility of a problem. It simply
acknowledged what it could not deny.
Second, the means by which the com-

Hehir Case Needs to Be Reconsidered

JT

complaints from female doctors at top

A

pervasive

A

and

AL

is a degenerative

A.

sexism

problem in the medical profession today,
as evidenced by increasing numbers of

Letters to the Editor

mag

specifically

Ini

to refute

\

ts. is of

attempting

Fugh-Berman'’s claims. It concluded that,
with only one exception, no “institutionalized” sexism existed at the school. This
was the wrong approach for the committee to take.
First, the committee should have proceeded with the correct assumption that

b

de

tone,

In addition, the committee surveyed
faculty members about the problem of
sexism without talking to students who
were enrolled in the classes in question.
Obviously, the faculty who taught the
courses labelled as sexist by Fugh-Berman
were not objective sources in terms of
evaluating class content. The report's
statistical findings were thus misleading.
Finally, the committee failed to address
the problem of attitudinal sexism in its
report. Just because “institutional” sexism was not found in certain specific
cases, this does not disprove that damaging, discriminatory attitudes toward
women exist at the medical school. Obviously, such problems as derogatory comments are harder to measure but can be
just as oppressive to women trying to
advance in the medical field.
Although the committee did recommend to take more surveys and designate
elected representatives to discuss the
issue further, these proposals are piecemeal at best. If the Medical School wants
to seriously examine the problem of sexism, it should start by confronting it
openly and forcefully. It should involve
students, employ more than three people
and bring in independent investigators,
unaffiliated with the university, who can
address the problem objectively. Members of the Medical School should know
better than anyone that eliminating only
the symptoms but not the disease is
futile: A cure must be found, or the
problem: will:persist.

od

by the dean issued its report on sexism at
the Medical School this week. The report
contained responses to some of the specific allegations
of discrimination made
by former GU medical student Dr. Adriane
Fugh-Berman in a Nov. 1991 issue of The
Nation. But instead of addressing the
broad problem of sexism at the Medical
School, the report adopted a defensive

“time as male anatomy.
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A three-member committee appointed
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Libertarians: The Other Party
The Right to Choose

good sound-bytes, but it does little for
the inner-city kids who are trapped in the
bureaucratic morass of our public school
system. As usual, the Democrats’ opposition to substantive change is nothing
more than reactionary statism couched

Choice in Education is a Basic Right That
The Federal Government is Denying Students
“In large states public education will
always be mediocre for the same reason
that in large kitchens the food is usually
bad.”
-- Friedrich Nietzsche
Anybody who has ever tasted a
Marriott hamburger knows that monopo-

lies provide mediocre seryices. Is it any

wonder, then, that our public schools are

producing graduates who have difficulty
finding Canada on a map? But perhaps
Marriott is not the best analogy. After
all, if enough of our students have their

fill of “Turkey-burger Parmigiana” and
the like, they can always drop the meal
plan and shop at Safeway. Our public
education system, however, is almost
completely isolated from competition.
In its bureaucratic stagnation and abysmal performance record, our school system resembles Soviet socialism in its
final stages.
If public education is America’s version of the Soviet factory system, then
America 2000 is George Bush’s
“perestroika.” Like the Soviet version, it
is destined to fail because it doesn’t
challenge the warped logic underpinning the system. Butto the extent that the
Bush plan embraces education vouchers--which would allow parents to receive money to enroll their children in
private schools-- it is a step in the right
direction. What America’sfamilies need
is consumer choice in education.

For years, private schools have outperformed public schools atamuchlower
cost per student. Unlike public schools,

which have a more or less guaranteed
flow of tax dollars, schools in the private

sector are directly responsible for results. If parents discover that their kids
are getting a shoddy education, they can
“vote with their feet,” taking their tuition
money elsewhere. With education vouchers, low-and middle-income parents
would have the ability to opt out of the
education monopoly and send their kids
to schools that award diplomas on the
basis of achievement, rather than seat
time. Of course, the education bureau-

cracy and the National Education Association (NEA) are using every bit of their
considerable political influence to insure that their monopolistic position is
protected.
The NEA seems to have the Democratic party in its pocket. Last week, the
Senate voted down a school-choice appropriation bill 57 to 36. Senator Edward Kennedy summed up his party’s
position, declaring that the Senate would
not engage in “preparatory-school relief.”
Ironically, Kennedy and the Democrats are ready to man the barricades
whenever they perceive a threat to a
woman’s right to choose abortion; when
it comes to parental choice in education,
however, that’s where they draw the
line. Kennedy's demagoguery makes for

cratic party and the NEA form the “anti-

Parasitic bureaucrats like Fernandez will
have to go.
Another criticism voiced by the antichoice lobby is that school choice would
seek other alternatives. The Georgetown
Voice raised this objection in a Dec. 5
editorial titled “The Choice of a New
Generation.” The Voice editors feared a

choice lobby,”

a near insurmountable

scenario in which the worst public

obstacle to real education reform. Let’s
examine some of their objections to
school choice.
The Democrats and the NEA argue
that school choice would take resources
from schools that desperately need them.
They are wrong. Our public schools,
especially in big cities, are top heavy
with useless administrators whose only
claim to competence is that they were
dimwitted enough to plod through the
mindless courses required for a degree
in education. Faced with the threat of
bankruptcy under a new system, inefficient public schools would be forced to
jettison their “dead wood” in order to
stay afloat.
Do these critics really believe that
there is no pork to be cut from education

schools would lose “the few people who
can be held up as role models for the
entirestudentbody.”
This argumentreeks
of hypocrisy. Would the Voice editors
allow their own children to remain in a
classroom where the curriculumis geared
to the pace of the slowest ship in the
convoy? By the Voice’s own logic, students here should be ashamed of themselves for going to Georgetown. How
dare they attend a prestigious and overpriced private university
when they might
have served as “role models” for their
peers at a less challenging state school?

in classistrhetoric. Together, the Demo-

budgets? A recentNew York Daily News
article suggests that there is pork in
abundance. On Jan. 5, the Daily News
revealed that Joseph Fernandez, the New
York City Schools’ Chancellor, gobbled
up over $250,000 of public funds during
the previous year for repairs on his
$995,000 brownstone, also purchased
with education tax dollars. Like communist party apparatchiks, who vacationed
in luxurious dachas while Moscow’s
citizens went hungry, Fernandez siphoned off valuable tax dollars while the
schools under his charge failed to provide children with basic literacy skills. If
the public schools are forced to compete
with the private sector, they will be forced
to allocate resources more effectively.

The election year alarm clock is ringing and something is stirring at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave. Along with education and the economy, the health care
issue has finally coaxed our latter-day
Rip van Winkle out of his long domestic
policy slumber and into the broad daylight of a’serious’national ‘debate. '
In his Jan. 28 State of the Union ‘address, President Bush announced the
outlines of his plan
for solving America’s
health care mess and followed that with
a more detailed Feb. 6 speech on the
issue in Ohio. Bush carries the banner of
market-oriented reform, which includes
a variety of tax incentive and voucher
initiatives aimed primarily at making
private health insurance more readily

Health Care:

Pay or Play.
[102 16 y

Not the Only |Way

available to citizens, including the esti-

mated 37 million who currently do not
have it.
The Bush plan stands in stark contrast
to several plans promoted by Democratic Congressional leaders that call on
government to, in various ways, extend
health care or limit its costs. These proposals range from a “Pay or Play” approach to a Canadian-style national
health care system. The conservative
and liberal alternatives are fundamentally different, but the nation is too sore
to sit on the fence of compromise any
longer: soon we must hop off to one side
or the other.
For the Bush plan and other marketoriented proposals to work, they must
address the underlying causes of the cost
and availability problems. Careful economic analysis is needed. Democrats
maintain that the health care game cannot be played by market rules, and they
are right = about the particular governmental rules at work in the current health
care market. The health care industry is
no more an example of a competitive
free market than the automobile industry
is. Several factors contribute to lending
health care all the trappings of monopolistic non-competition:
Subsidization without price controls: With the massive expansion in
Medicare and Medicaid expenditures in

Anik Scannell/ The HOYA

the early 1960s, medical facilities also

The anti-choice lobby also argues that
the voucher system violates the First
Amendment by, in effect, giving govemnment money to parochial schools.
But, asthe CATO Institute’s David Boaz
has pointed out, “A voucher is no more
government support for a particular
school than food stamps are government
support for Safeway.” Is the separation
of church and state violated if a
Georgetown student uses federal scholarship money to pay for a course in
Catholic Theology? These critics operate under the assumption that the Constitution mandates a strict “wall of separation” between the government and organizedreligion. Many constitutional scholars, including Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist, disagree. As the
Rehnquist Court moves closer to amor¢
neutral interpretation of the Establishment clause, the First Amendment

should not present an obstacle to school
choice.
I must admit, however, that the antichoice lobby is right about one thing:
gifted inner-city children will seize any
opportunity to attend private schools
that challenge them. And well they
should. The public school system is a
means to the end of education — not an
end in itself. If it cannot deliver the
goods, it has no right to exist.
But would the public education system be destroyed if large-scale choice
programs were implemented? I think
not. Most likely, we would see a considerable exodus from the inner-city public
schools, where conditions are the worst.
In the suburbs, where many public
schools perform as well as private institutions, the change would not be nearly

Opposition to
school choice is
nothing more than
reactionary statism.
as drastic.

As far as inner-city schools go, the
question that needs to be asked is: what
are we risking? Is it possible that ghetto
youth will receive fewer educational
opportunities? But the kids who are
chained to the inner-city school system
don’t have time for detached ruminations about the merits of public education — they’re too busy trying to survive
in a system where metal detectors are a
prerequisite for classroom order.

exempt from the Sherman Anti-Trust
expanded, but not as rapidly. The result
was a sharp increase in the price of Act. One of their goals is to restrict the
medical care and in the incomes of phynumber of laborers in an industry in
sicians and other health care professionorder to inflate wages. In this regard, the
als. Having artificially raised health care: American Medical Association must be
costs, the government has failed to con- -one of the most successful labor unions
trol them successfully; hence the grow= 5 ¢in/lU.S: history: One; can imagine very few.industries in wnich trade schools (mediing pressure for national oversight. If the
government provides 42 percent of the
cal colleges), training facilities (resi$700 billion annual health care expendi- dency placement) and licensing are so
thoroughly controlled by members of
ture, it has a justifiable stake in setting
the dominant trade union. The “old boy”
budgets for physicians and hospitals. A
network is particularly strong in health
better solution would be to gradually cut
care, as women and minorities have ofback Medicare and Medicaid suppleten justly complained, and the AMA has
ments to a level that would encourage
been vigorous in its attacks on various
price-cutting among providers and costgroups that it defined as quacks (e.g.
comparison shopping among beneficiaosteopaths, chiropractors). As usual,
ries of the programs.
quality and consumer protection are inRegulation: Contrary to popular bevoked by defenders of the status quo, but
lief, regulation in an industry often benthe idea thatrigorous competition is also
efits established firms, as higher start-up
costs canmake the industry inaccessible
essential to promoting quality seems to
have been largely ignored.
for smaller and newer companies. The
limited number of firms competing to
Tax Disincentives: Muchto its eredit,
provide cheap and effective drugs in the the Bush plan does address one imporpharmaceutical industryis acaseinpoint.
tant facet of the problem — the lack of
As anyone in ACT-UP will tell you, the
rational health insurance shopping by
high costs and seven-year average delay
employers and workers. As with Medifor new drugs imposed by the Food and care and Medicaid, inflationary pricing
Drug Administration
have consequences
has been encouraged by employer-paysthat go beyond the checkbook. This is a all policies in corporations and public
bitmuch to ask inreturn for the questionable piece of mind a consumer has when
using an FDA-approved drug. Unlike
private drug-testing labs, the FDA’s concerns in drug review have much more to
do with politics and litigation than with
scientific

investigation,

as the recent

scandal over breastimplants has demonstrated.
To make matters worse, doctors are
the only people licensed to prescribe
drugs, often imposing unnecessary
middleman costs on patients. In some
ways, the arrangement seems necessary;
in others, it smacks of market-sharing
and collusion between the health care
and pharmaceutical industries. Any overhaul of the health care industry will
require a serious look at the incentive
structures inherent in drug regulation.
Licensing: Labor unions are labor
supply monopolists who happen to be

The health care industry is no more a competitive market than
the auto industry is.

agencies. These policies bias employees
toward the most expensive health plans,

which tend to be the older, less efficient
fee-for-service systems. Cheaper, more
efficient Health Maintenance Organizations (HMO) have no incentive to keep

their costs down. Many employers like
the pay-all programs because they are
tax write-offs.
If the tax exemption was limited to the

The private sector offers an alternative to this failure of social policy. In his
critically acclaimed book The Promised
Land, author Nicholas Lemann introduces the reader to a Mr. George
Clements. Clements is the principal of

the Holy Angels Catholic Church Elementary School, whichislocated across
the street from one of the worst housing
projects in Chicago’s South Side. According to Clements:
“We bear down on basics. Hard
work, sacrifice dedication. Total silence

in the lunchroom and throughout the
building. Expulsion for graffiti. The parents must come in every month and pick
up the report card, or we kick out the kid.
. We have a waiting list cf over a
thousand, and the more we bear down,
the longer the list gets.”
The Holy Angels School serves black
and Hispanic low-income families who
have made painful financial sacrifices to
give their children a chance for a better
life. The teachers unions and the Democratic party would deny other poor children this chance.
Ournation’s ghettos need more schools
like Holy Angels; avoucher system could
supply the resources necessary to create
them. School choice can help us extend
the social mobility commonly referred
to as “the American Dream.” As our
post-industrial economy becomes increasingly technological, education will

be more important than ever before. We
can no longer afford a romantic attachment to a system that condemns so many
people to permanent poverty.

Gene Healy (CAS '93) is a co-chairman of the GU Libertarians.

cost of the cheapest HMO plan in amenu
of approved programs, the advantages
would be two-fold. First, HMO’s would
be competing with the firm having the
lowest cost. Second, employees who
wanted-a more comprehensive program
‘would spend their: own money, balanc- =
ing cost with perceived need as they
shop for the insurance plan that suits
them best. Another idea is to provide tax
breaks for employers who create medical IRA accounts for their employees to
pay insurance premiums. If the employee
were to lose the job, he or she could
continue to pay from the account for
health insurance.
America is already partially crippled
by government presence in health care.
Without looking at the underlying factors contributing to high costs and low
availability, it makes some sense to have

more government: to limit the costs it
helped create. Most Democrats are wary
of proposing a “nationalized” health care
plan -- and for good reason. Nationalized medicine, in the style of the British,
Swedish and Canadian programs, is a
nightmare of endless waiting lines for
low-quality medical treatment.
The problem with “pay or play” options is that, like nationalization, they

will force a trade-off between low costs
and quality health care. Even under “pay
or play,” the government will have to set
prices. The bureaucratic army required
to direct a national health care system
would make the public education morass look like laissez-faire. As with any
other form of welfare, massive amounts

of spending (and taxation) will be required to provide a bare minimum of
quality. Doctors have humanitarian duties but are not necessarily humanitarian. The best and brightest will flee from
the system, like they did in Great Britain
whenitboarded
the sinking ship. Whether
you call it “national health care” or “pay
or play,” medicine in America will be
socialized in all but name.
Tom Jenney (SLL ’93) is a co-chair-

man of the GU Libertarians.
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What is your ultimate Valentine's Day fantasy?

Compiled by Francine

Friedman

x

and Gerhard Peters
A date with myself.

A party in my pants with Leo
O'Donovan as the guest of honor.
Michael Byrne
CAS '92

To have a Valentine.

Ali Salaam
SES '93

Stevi Deter
SFS '92

A national ban on Valentine's Day.
Jen Lipeles, SLL '93
J. Michael , CAS '94

Vanessa Del Rio in the Buff.
Greg Tramontozzi, SBA '92
Jim Smith, CAS '92

It concerns Hershey's syrup, whipped
cream and bananas, and I'm not making
a sundae.
Darren Metzger
CAS '9%4
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ENTERTAINMENT

(Tia Carrere).

Look

cessful dinner theatre. What’s more, No-

Above the Subway Sandwich shop on
M St., another chapter in a Georgetown
tradition is being written.
Thirty Georgetown students along with
one alumnus and a couple of Jesuits are
preparing the annual Cabaret show, a
performance of popular music from the
fifties through the eighties by
Georgetown’s top musicians.
This year’s three producers, John
McLaughlin (CAS

’92), Karen Bronzo

(SES ’92) and Kirsten Thien (SBA ’93)
believe they have a show that will entertain any audience. “Everything we do is
danceable,” said McLaughlin.
The trio has made a special effort to
include groups that may not have felt
comfortable at past Cabaret events. In
their planning they included a minority
representative to increase the ethnic diversity of the show’s music.
The producers also said they wanted
to include freshmen and sophomores
who they believed had not attended previous Cabaiets because they did not
know what it was. To stimulate

underclass interest, the organizers have

advertised heavily in freshmen dorms
and have offered special price rates to
freshmen who, through RA guidance,
would come in large groups.
This year’s group has also sent out
special invitations to faculty members in
the hope that more will attend the show.
The performers are also trying to make
tickets more easily available to increase
general student involvement. Since
Cabaret is not a university-recognized
club and is not under any official advisory board, the university does not allow
it to sell its tickets on campus. As a
result, organizers must sell tickets outside the university gates on the corner of
37th and O streets. This year, however,
thanks mainly to former Corp President
Porter White, the group has arranged to
sell its tickets through the Corp’s oncampus store, Saxa Sundries, as well.
But Cabaret isn’t all about fun and
music; there’s a serious financial side to
it as well. “This is a real business venture,” said McLaughlin, pointing out

additional costs for T-shirts and advertising.
In recent years, Cabaret has donated

all of its profits to charity. Last year, for
example, the group donated $5000 to the
DC Special Olympics. This year it has
chosen the Starlight Foundation of New
York, an organization that grants the last
wishes of dying children, to receive the
show's profits. Organizers said this charity turned out to be a particularly good
choice because, to the producers’ surprise, the organization’s executive di-

rector, Lucy Mullen, happened to be a
Georgetown graduate who wrote in a
letter that she had enjoyed Cabaret while
a student.
Assembling the all-star group of campus performers has been a long and
difficult process beginning with tryouts
at Bill’s of Beverly Hills in October and
callbacks at The Basement in November. The performers, singers and musicians have been rehearsing together
since the start of the semester.
In contrast to last year, Cabaret will

thatthe group had to take outa $1 million

feature more dancing. Jennifer Mattingly

insurance policy on its practice space
above Subway and that there have been

choreograph the show.

(SBA ’94), an experienced dancer, will

900 FT Jesus Sets the Night on Fire
By Jennifer Almeida
HOYA

Staff Writer

Even though Mark Griffith is not a born-again Christian,
he once experienced a vision while watching televangelist
Oral Roberts describing a prophetic dream. As the preacher
spoke of a huge figure of Christ, Griffith heard his calling.
His life changed forever.
After his epiphany, Griffith was no longer a simple Texas
musician. He became MC 900 Foot Jesus — post-modern
industrial rapper.
“It’s hard for people to get past the name, to really get into
something like ‘MC 900 FT Jesus’,” Griffith explained in
a phone interview last week from his home in Dallas. “But
I’m a songwriter. I have something to say and whatever
name I choose to call myself shouldn’t have anything to do
with [the music].”

Griffith’s music — an eclectic blend of funk, hip-hop,
and jazz — has been called a new breed of psychotic hiphop by some critics. His acclaimed 1990release, Hell With
the Lid Off, fell somewhere between the sounds of Ministry
and Marky Mark, and helped spawn the industrial rap
movement.
His follow-up, Welcome to my Dream, has won MC 900
FT Jesus even more attention — but for very different
reasons. The second single of the album, a sultry song about
arson called “As the City Sleeps,” was the subject of a local
controversy last month.
After WHES-FM in Baltimore put the song on heavy
rotation, a reporter for WJZ-TV ran a story on the evening

news linking the song to a string of local fires attributed to
arson. Maryland State Fire Marshall Bob Thomas then sent
a letter to radio stations around the country warning them
not to play the song because it might incite more incidents

of arson.

“It was much ado about nothing,” Griffith said. “I don’t
know how these reporters heard of the song or why they
made it such a big issue. They just took it into their own
hands and decided to sensationalize it into a story.”
The rapper denied that the song could inspire arson. “The
song explores the mind of a person with.this problem, a
person who wants to set fires,” he said. “I wrote the song

because I like the psychology of that situation. I like
examining a unique view of reality. [The song] itself does
not glorify arson.”
WHES has continued playing the song despite the fire
marshall’s warning. “Of course the connection is ludicrous.

“The City Sleeps’ inspires about
as much arson as

Firestarter

or Backdraft,” said WHFS Music Director Bob Waugh.
The whole affair has given MC 900 FT Jesus a lot of
publicity, but, as Griffith said, he “doesn’t want notoriety
for the wrong reasons. The song was not written for shock
value.”
While “The City Sleeps” continues to climb the charts,
Griffith has embarked on amonth-long tour of Europe to get
away from the controversy and to concentrate on his music
for a while.
“I’m really serious about my music. I write songs because I have something to say. Ijustdon’t want people to get
the wrong message,” he said.

madic Theater has executed this “crime”
commendably.
Despite a prolonged interval between
the end of dinner and the beginning of
the play, the casthadlittle trouble quickly
getting to the heart of this “comic drama.”
‘Written by Ayn Rand, the play focuses:
on the trial of one Karen Andre, frostily
portrayed by Sue Schroeder. Miss Andre
has been charged with the murder of the
ruthless and commanding Faulkner, her
employer and the man she professes to
love.
In court, complications accompany
clarifications as’ numerous witnesses
deliver testimony and offer the possibility that Faulkner actually faked a suicide
with Andre’s aid. Ultimately, Rand
jeaves the responsibility for the play’s
conclusion to the jury, which is. composed of randomly selected members of
the audience.
Nomadic’s acting was generally good,
particularly in view of sterling performances by Jeff Duchesneau, Greg Olear

and Tony Braithwaite. All parties involved with Night of January 1 6th should

be awarded congratulations for a trial
well performed.

As a college student in 1963, Martin

Puryear studied biology and painting at
Catholic University. But after extended
stays in Sierra Leone, Stockholm and
Finland’s Lapland, Puryear had learned
native woodworking techniques, which
influenced him to shift his emphasis to
sculpture. All the while, however, his
love for biology and nature remained,

inspiring him to combine his two inter-

ests.
This embodiment of science in art can
“be seen in the just-opened retrospective

example is “Maroon,” a huge, translu- |

cent, kidney-shaped orbthathas an opening not quite large enough for one to |
escape through if one were trapped inside.
Other sculptures hint at animal forms, |
Wooden works like “Empire’s Lurch”
and “Sharp and Flat” recall the simple
beauty of horse or deer bodies, and
“Bask,” a 12-foot-long hump protruding
from the floor, looks like a whale rising
from the sea.
:

Puryear also alludes to the fragility of
nature. In works like “Sanctuary,” a pine
box resting on, a wheel supported by
"maple and ‘cherry branches, the artist

exhibition of his work at the Hirshhorn

appears to show that, although one may

“Museum and Sculpture Garden titled
Martin Puryear. In the exhibition,
Puryear assimilates
many crude elements
of nature such as wood, earth and animal
skin with a technical precision culled
from his years of foreign study to create
images of life and death, animals and
primitive civilizations.
The exhibition, which includes 35
works from the early 1970s through today, is an exercise in simplicity. Most
are notrecognizable as specific objects;
rather, Puryear focuses on giving his

think nature is safe from man’s harm,

work symbolic meaning. As aresult, the

that is not necessarily the case.
Puryear also pays homage to his Africanroots and provides insight into other
cultures. In “Some Tales” and “Stripling,” Puryear displays images of primitive tools or weapons, perhaps influenced by his time in SierraLeone. “Some
Lines for Jim Beckwourth” pays tribute
to a 19th-century African-American Indian chief through a series of twisted
lengths of animal skin.
What sets Puryear apart aside from
his subjects is his use of materials. Int
addition to earth, hardwoods, skins and

viewer must carefully study Puryear’s
work to ascertain its meaning.
steel mesh, the artist plies rawhide in the
A prime example of Puryear’s style is
appropriately-named “Rawhide Cons
“Greed’s Trophy,” a 12-foot wall sculp- . and saplings and vines in other untitled |
ture that protrudes nearly five feet from
pieces. The final result of this mix of
the wall. It conjures up images of a
rustic materials and fine art is an exhibifishing net that has been so overfilled
tion that is pleasing to the mind as well
that its bottom has fallen out. Another
as to the eye.

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

CRITIC'S PICK
Jean Genet’s The Balcony, a play
_set in the brothel of a revolution-torn
city, runs tonight, tomorrow and
Wednesday through Saturday at 8
p.m. at The American University’s
Experimental Theatre. Tickets are
$5 for senior citizens and students,
$7 for everyone else. For location
and info, call 885-ARTS.

Tomorrow at the National Museum of Natural History, caterers
from Islanders Restaurant and Le
Palais du Chocolat prepare confections in conjunction with the
museum’s Seeds of Change exhibition. From 11 am. to 3 p.m, all
comers can sample sugar products in
an illustration of the importance of
the Caribbean’s sugar industry to the
development of commerce between
Europe and America.
The last full-length film in the National Air and Space Museum’s
(6th St. and Independence Ave., SW)
Star Trek series, Star Trek V —The
Final Frontier, runs tonight at 8
p.m. inthe museum’s Samuel P.Langley Theater. Admission is free, but
seating is first-come, first-served.
The Phillips Collection (160021st
St. NW) features a retrospective of
works by seminal abstract expressionist Richard Pousette-Dart now
through April 26. The exhibition
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Transcendent Forms From Earthy Substance |
By Andrew Sell
HOYA Staff Writer

The verdict is in on last weekend’s
Nomadic Theater production of The Night
of January 16th. It seems the troupe is
guilty — of expending a good deal of
energy and creativity in pursuit of suc-

HOYA Staff Writer

Martin Puryear’s sculpture “Sanctuary” at the Hirshhorn.

Martin Puryear

Special To THE HOYA

By John McChesney
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Lassie (as Garth’sdog).
As for Garth’s

By Kate Dwyer

1992 Looks Promising For Cabaret

FRANCESC TORRES —
The Spanish-born artist is the

tween a battlefield and acemetery and features 24 replicas

focus of The Hirshhorn Mu-

of M-16 rifles, barrels down,

seumand Sculpture Garden’s
(Independence Avenue at 7th

capped by various civilian

St., SW) latest Directions exhibition. His work, titled “Memorial” is a cross-section bespans the artist’s half-century career.
For more info, call 387-2151.

Tonight at The Bayou (3135 K

hats, as well as a large-screen
video of a burning Kuwaiti
oil well. The exhibition runs
through May 3.
Street, NW), up-and-coming prankster band Scatterbrain rocks the
house along with opening acts
Tainted Saint and Ugly Kid Joe. All
this for only $9.50. The fun starts at
9 p.m.
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special cameo appearances by cult
star Meat Loaf, Chris Farley (of Saturday Night Live), Alice Cooper and
mom, the ultimate “babe,” she unfortunately never makes it to the screen.
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‘January 16th’
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woman (Donna Dixon) and Wayne’s
new love interest, heavy-metal singer

Nomadic’s

Members of Cabaret ’92 jam at their makeshift practice studio above the Subway Sandwich Shop.

|—

“Twin Peaks” fame), Garth’s dream

wn

“Wayne’s World, Party Time, Ex-

cellent” heralds the beginning of the
cult Saturday Night Live skit starring
Wayne Campbell (Mike Myers) and
his sidekick Garth (Dana Carvey),
which has made the leap from the
televisiontothe big screen. Themove
finally gives Wayne and Garth a
chance to develop their characters
more fully. The audience also gets to
see a new side of Garth, one that is
more aggressive and vocal. Garth
even meets the ultimate woman of
his dreams — “Schwing!”
The film is a pseudo-documentary
narrated by Wayne in his famous
linguistic style, clad as usual in his
ripped Levi’s, black t-shirt and baseball cap, as he and his head-banging
buddies party and hang out in Au-

tential
in the duo’s public-access television show, “Wayne’s World,”
offers Wayne a contract to produce
the show from his own private studio.
Wayne, with dollar signs in his eyes,
leaps at the opportunity and signs
away the rights to his show. Garth,
being a level-headed guy, sees
through this ruse, but Wayne's ears
are deaf to his pleas.
Will Wayne and Garth ever reconcile? Will “Wayne’s World” be
doomed to become a commercial
cesspool of celebrity endorsements?
These and other exciting questions
are answered by the conclusion of
this very amusing film.
Other new and colorful characters
include Wayne's psychotic ex-girlfriend Stacy (Lara Flynn Boyle of

Rae NL

fraternal twins accidentally separated at birth, inextricably linked
together by mental telepathy who, on
their 16th birthday, are both mysteriously drawn to a mall in Aurora, IL,
and who, after reading the same article in the National Enquirer, finally
recognize from their amazingly similar looks that they are long lost brothers. NOT!!!

executive who, seeing commercial po-

ee Reel: cl

the miraculous story of two
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Tora.
The story introduces Benjamin
Oliver (Rob Lowe), a big television

A

By Darren Metzger
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Wayne’s World. . . Excellent!

Tucker, Stoudamire Flourish
TRANSFER, from p. 10
for “academic rehabilitation” contributed to Tucker’s difficult year thatended
with him averaging only 4.9 ppg and 3.2
pg.
At the end of his freshman season,
Tucker left Georgetown for Wake Forest forreasons he described to THEHoyA
a year and a half later: “I just wanted to
get away from the Washington, D.C.
area and get into another atmosphere. I
grew up here and I played my whole
career here and wanted to go somewhere
a little quieter.”
If that’s what he wanted, he got it, and

since arriving in Greensboro he has blossomed for the Demon Deacons. After

sitting out a year due to NCAA requirements, he became the team’s second
leading scorer and rebounder. Last season, he averaged 11.4 ppg and 5.1 rpg
while shooting 56.4 percent from the
field inhis 18 games at the small forward
ot.

Tucker’s efforts helped the Deacons

go 19-111astseason, good enough for an
NCAA tournament bid. In their first
round victory against Louisiana Tech,
Tucker earned Player of the Game honors by leading the team with 17 points
and 7 rebounds.
This season the Wake Forest senior
continues to play solidly with 13.4 ppg
(third highest on the team) and 5.1 rpg.
When he talked to THE Hoya in 1990,
Tucker had nothing bad to say about
Georgetown. “I loved Georgetown,” he
said. “I don’t think I’d be half the player
Iam if it weren’t for Coach Thompson.”
Tucker, like other transfers, felt something about Georgetown wasn’t right for
him. Tucker appears to have gained some
insight into why, in choosing George-

program,” said Tucker in the Wake Forest Media Guide.
Another transfer who had nothing but
kind words for Georgetown has been
lighting it up back home at Oregon.
Antoine Stoudamire, a member of the
1989 recruiting class, was not expected
to produce much for the Ducks this season. But Stoudamire has become
Oregon’s big gun averaging 20.3 ppg,
making him the fifth leading scorer in
the conference...
Last week he exploded for 34 points
against Oregon St. and was named Pac10 Co-Player of the Week. Not bad for a
guy not even mentioned in Street and
Smith magazine’s usually thorough basketball preview.
Stoudamire attributes much of his
success to the proximity of his family. “I
really like it out here. . . my parents and
my friends and family get to see me play
all the time now, in person. That helps
me during the games.”
Like Tucker who wanted a “quieter”
atmosphere, Stoudamire had a sense that

town, he chose the wrong school. When

looking to transfer, Tucker considered
more than just the caliber of the basketball program, he said later.
“I wanted to choose a school this time
because of the school and the people that
I would be around on aregular basis, not

just the one that had the best basketball

something wasn’t quite right for him at
Georgetown.“I made adecision to make
me feel more comfortable. . . At the time
I felt that I’d be more comfortable if I
came home. That’s why I decided to
transfer.”
Tucker left because he had been home

for too long and
because he was
thing that both
how much they

Stoudamire transferred
home too little. The one
agree on, however, is
enjoyed Georgetown.

“Transferring is not
for everyone.”

-Anthony Tucker
“I had a great experience [at George-

town]. Coach Thompson was a great
coach along with therest of the coaching
staff, and I made a lot of good friends,”
said Stoudamire.
Nevertheless, Stoudamire decided to

leave along with his three other classmates. Asked why he thought the others
might have left, Stoudamire stated, “I

“Whether

MASDEA, from p. 10

decent backstroker when he got here,

buthe’s worked hard and taken histimes
down about three seconds in the 100.
He’s now in a position where he has a
good chance to be a finalist at the Big
East . . . He’s certainly the best
backstroker we’ve ever had here,” said
Hamblet.

others agree to it or not,

they should respect us for what we do,”
said Masdea.

“We do cheers for them, give a little
life to them,” said Masdea. “It’s great to
see their faces light up. That gives me a
very good feeling.”

PHILLIPS, from p. 10

After graduating this year, Masdea
plans to return to Ohio to practice law,

As for the negative criticism sometimes directed toward the squad, Masdea
said it was “something that happens
every year.” However, she was quick to
point out that the cheerleading team is
“an extremely bright group of people
who enjoy what they re doing” and “devote a lot of time and dedication into
their work.”

“In a few years, when I get more
established, perhaps I'll get back into
coaching,” she said.

operating for 20 years under “cost containment” football versus “major college football.” The present finances and
facilities of the university will allow the
football program to continue to operate
under the present system.
After looking at the options, Rienzo
has devised three major scenarios for
continuing football in the same “cost
containment” framework.

Rienzo

With her determination and love of
the sport, balancing a law career with

coaching does not seem a task out of
reach.
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First, Rienzo is still holding out for

the possibility that the Division -AAA
proposal may be reintroduced in the
next NCAA winter meetings in January

UConn’s

team captain,

senior guard and leading scorer —
single-handedly brought his team back
from the dead. Having been held scoreless to that point, Smith exploded for 21

The last 30 seconds of the game were
anti-climatic as the Huskies resorted to
fouling, and the Hoyas held on to win by
seven.

100% wool only
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designs $5.00 off.
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the resistance
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202 - 635 - 0933

Under

the

I-AA/ECAC

option,

this

schedule could include current foes such
as St. Peter’s and other opponents such
as Iona, Siena and Canisius. If the program were to fall under I-AA guidance
similar to the Patriot or Ivy Leagues, the

to the idea

"Within this scenario, there are two addi- ~ Said Lang, adding that Georgetown had
tional options: join I-AA/ECAC, or join
I-AA in an arrangement similar to the
Patriot or Ivy Leagues. Members of the
two leagues do not go to the Division IAA championship under present regulations.
“Division I-AA is now becoming a
catch-all conference,” said Assistant
Athletic Director Joseph Lang.
Third, Georgetown would opt for Division I status with “play down” opportunity. This proposal would involve passage of new legislation at the 1993 meetings and would allow Georgetown’s
football program to receive Division I
status but “play down” to a Division III

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED '89
Mercedes ... $200, '86 VW ... $50, '87
Mercedes ... $100, '65 Mustang ... $50.
Choose from thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals De-

tails 801-379-2929
Copyright
#DC10KJC.
TUTORING: Statistics, probability, economics,

solid “name recognition” and an excellent reputation in college athletics.
The athletic department has been explaining these options to faculty, administrators and alumni, Rienzo said.
Rienzo will also hold meetings this
month with the Athletic Advisory Board
and other interested parties on the issue.
“I met with group of alumni [Saturday] to try and discuss the whole thing
so that people would understand the
scope of the process of trying to sort out
the options,

and get their advice

and

counsel, so Saturday was just the beginning of the process,” said Rienzo.
“It was atime for me to tell a constitu-

ency that is very interested in the role of
football at this university what I knew,
what the options and distinctions were,
what the cost was. . . to try to get their
reactions and input,” said Rienzo.
From a coaching standpoint, the uncertainty facing the program caused
problems but, according to coach Scotty
Glacken, the coaching staff has worked

through it.
For Glacken and his staff, the impact

of the NCAAs decisions has been felt
most in recruiting, as coaches must explain the status of the program to interested athletes. However, Glacken said

that despite
there have
through the
Georgetown

the program’s problems,
been more applications
football department at
this year than ever. He said

that, in the area of recruiting, the coach-

ing staff was not seriously worried.
“We had a team meeting, [the players] were explained all of the available

‘options, and informed of what the athletic department
is doing right now,”

said Glacken.

Out of the turmoil surrounding the
football program after the NCAA decisions, the athletic department has renewed its commitment to keeping football at Georgetown.
“We are going to continue playing
football. That is not an issue. We have

every intention of retaining cost containment football consistent with the
mission and goals of this university and
athletic department and we will do everything necessary to get that accomplished,” said Rienzo.
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schedule similar to the one the Hoyas
play now.
These options mean that the football
program will continue and that
Georgetown will play the same schedule or a similar schedule to the one it
now plays. Georgetown would be forced
to face different opponents only if the
football program jumped to Division IAA
Under Division I-A A guidelines, more
than 50 percent of the Hoyas’ opponents
would have tobe Division I-AA schools.

Hoyas could face schools like Bucknell,
Princeton and last year’s Division I-AA
among Division II schools, it is not
third-ranked team, Holy Cross.
likely to pass.
“Everybody wants to play us. Bucknell
Second, Georgetown would jump
from Division III to Division I-AA. ~ hasbeentrying to play us for five years,”
but, given
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ties; and does not invest a large amount
of money in the program.
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Georgetown Football Here To Stay

but she is leaving the door open to returning to coaching some day.

Bikini
Fashion
Show
The Bikini Shop presents its 1992 Fashions
ro

thefirstframe and Churchwell’s 11 firsthalf points kept the Hoyas out in front.
The Huskies came out just as sluggish
atthe beginning of the second half asthe
Hoyas went on a 17-6 run over the first
seven minutes to increase their lead to
50-34. Harrell connected on two treys
during the run, and Jacques added his
third three-point bomb of the game. But
Mourning did the most damage, scoring
eight of the 17 points on tough hook
shots and turn-around jumpers with what
seemed like the entire Husky team
draped all over him.
With 12:18 left in the game and the
Huskies on the verge of being blown

points on a combination of driving layups and three-pointers from beyond the
professional three-point line. His two
free throws with 4:15 remaining knotted
the score at 56 and completed a 22-6
Huskie run.
The odds seemed to favor UConn
down the stretch with the home crowd in
afrenzy, apossessed Smith on the court,
and Georgetownreeling. But the Hoyas
found the unexpected answer.
Instead of going to Mourning as everyone in the Hartford Civic Center expected, it was the lesser known Hoyas
who carried the team. Churchwell hit a
jumper from the right side of the lane,
Harrell nailed a back-breaking threepointer and Brown scored on a
breakaway layup and sank the ensuing
foul shot, putting the game out of the
Huskies reach, 68-59.

Coach Lifts Cheerleaders

Hamblet raved about Phillips’ improvement over last year. “He was a

oir

HUSKIES, from p. 10
decisive 24-15 rebounding edge, a defense that held the Huskies’ All-American performer, Chris Smith, scoreless in

really don’t know why they left. They
had their reasons just like I had mine.”

Phillips Sets
Record

Men Top UConn by 7

Paul Mall
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Coaching Her Way To Cheers
By Andrew Kim
Eat aay

HOYA Staff Writer

She began in a small town park in
Ohio, leading friends and neighbors in
support of elementary school peers as
they ran up and down a grassy field

during pee-wee football season. Now in
her final year of Georgetown law school,
much has changed since those pre-adolescent days. But for Chrissie Masdea,
varsity coach of the Georgetown
cheerleading team, cheerleading has remained an important part of her life.
Masdea came to the Hilltop in 1985 as
an undergraduate but admitted that then
doing the college yell was not at the
forefront of her mind.
“I never thought I'd continue
cheerleading in college,” said Masdea.
“It didn’t seem a priority to me.”
After alittle coaxing from floormates,

however, she decided to try out for the
team. She made it and, during her final
three years, lettered under then-coach
Danny Reynolds.
“Danny was a great coach and was
responsible for bringing the GU program to where it is today,” said Masdea.
After graduation, she enrolled in
Georgetown law school and also volunteered as junior varsity cheerleading
coach. Masdea said she “fell into” the
job of varsity coach after Reynolds left
in 1990 to coach the University of
Miami’s cheerleading squad. Since then,
she has managed the sometimes difficult juggling act of balancing the ardors
of studying law with the long hours of
practice and performance at both home
and away games. But in her eyes, it has
been well worth the effort.
“[Cheerleading]

is such

a different

environment,” said Masdea. “Working

—
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ahead to stay 35-32. A Wildcat free

16 points and 5 assists; junior Kris Witfill

throw closed the lead to two at the half,
35-33, but that would be the closest the
Wildcats would get.

Corace grabbed 10 rebounds.

and in the game, “we applied energy to
this theme.”
The women next face Big East rival
St. John’s at home Saturday at 2 p.m.

—~
—

Be

scored

15 points; and forward Tricia

:

Georgetown’s victory was sealed dur-

Wildcats 13-1, extending their lead to
67-49. Down the stretch, the score never

got closer than 12 points. A Corace
jumper and two baskets by reserve junior Julie Miles made the score 79-62 at
the buzzer.
Knapp said the game was an excellent
example of how well his team could
play at both ends of the court. “Our
team’s theme

is “Together’,” he said,

HOYA Athlete of the Week

By Dan Graziano
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown men’s swim team is a very close-knit
group, so when Rob Phillips broke the school record in the
100-meter backstroke Saturday, it was only fitting that he did
it while leading off the 400-meter medley relay event.
Phillips’s time of 1:02.93 beat the old record of 1:03.86 by
nearly a full second, and it was just the beginning of the best
day of the sophomore backstroker’s young collegiate career.
In addition to the

Ril

ing a three-minute stretch midway
through the second half. Leading 54-48
with 9:52 left, the Hoyas outscored the

100-meter record, Phillips broke the

record in the 200-meter backstroke with a time of 2:16.46,
more than two-and-a-half seconds better than the previous
record. Phillips also swam another 100-meter backstroke in
1:03.47, the third record he smashed in the meet.
For these efforts, Rob Phillips has been named HOYA
Athlete of the Week.

The fact that the record-breaking performances came two
weeks before the Big East championships could not have left
Phillips, his teammates or his coach more elated.
“It was kind of a surprise,” said Phillips of the records, “I
had sort of set my sights on it last year, but I had no idea I'd

get to this point so soon.”
“The team support really psyched me up for the race,” he
added.

“He swam phenomenally. The most impressive part is that
the Big East isn’t for two weeks, so he’ll be faster there.” said
sophomore Tom Goundrey, a member of Phillips’ 400-meter
medley team.
Coach Bob Hamblet said he didn’t believe he had seen the
best swimming Phillips has to offer. “You have to remember
these times are just stepping stones. Rob isn’t at his peak for
the year yet,” said Hamblet.
Phillips began swimming atage 11 when he lived in Tokyo.
As a high school swimmer at the Lovett School in Atlanta,
Georgia, he belonged to a program which he described as “laid
back, much less intense than here.”
“I’ve loved the experience here. I feel I’ve really benefitted
from the coaching and the team support.”
Phillips gave a great deal of the credit for his success to his
coach and team. He said the team spirit, especially in a sport
so oriented toward individual performances, was a big boost
both in meets and throughout the season.

See PHILLIPS, p.9
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Senior Peggi Jewell, shown here driving against Miami, helped GU top "Nova.

Sophomore Rob Phillips Swims Past Three School Records

with the cheerleaders makes it easier to
deal with law school. It takes my mind
away from it all.”
Although perhaps not as ‘well known
as basketball coach John Thompson or
Track Coach Frank Gagliano, Masdea
does head one of the most recognized
athletic groups oncampus. The 14-member squad and Jack the Bulldog have
been an important part of Georgetown
athletics for years, leading rabble-rousing Hoya fans during both the football
and basketball seasons. But what is perhaps lesser known are the various activities the team is involved with away
from the crowds.
;
For example, Masdea points to the
cheerleaders’ involvement with the
Child Life Program, which attempts to
give children who are confined to hospitals a more normal life.
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The Hoyas turned up the defensive
pressure in the second half and held the
Wildcats to anemic 9-30 shooting the
rest of the way. Knapp said he thought
Villanova’s poor shooting resulted from
the shifting defenses the Hoyas used
which caught the Wildcats by surprise.
“We played with intensity and got big
games from a number of people,” said
Knapp. The team’s victory was very
much a team effort as four Hoyas scored
in double figures. Sheehan paced the
squad with 19 points; Wilson added 13
points and 11 rebounds; Reid chipped in

_—

sive rebounding” were the keys to the
win. The win upped the Hoyas record to
15-6 overall, 94 in the Big East.
Offensively, the Hoyas started the
game off slowly, falling behind 12-3
when Villanova’s Sheri Walker hit a
baseline jumper with 4:23 into the game.
But the Hoyas fought back with senior
Karen Sheehan and juniors Kris Witfill
and Leni Wilson each pouring in baskets to narrow the lead to 12-9.
Knapp said Wilson’s hot shooting (six
points in a 1:37 stretch in the first half)
was the main reason the Hoyas came
back. Junior Niki Reid also played a big
role when she hit a three-point bomb to
tie the score at 18-18 with 10:55 remaining in the half.
The final 10 minutes of the half saw
neither team generate any real offensive
momentum. Neither team went ahead
by more than three points or scored
more than twice in a row. But when
sophomore Nadira Ricks landed athreepointer, and Sheehan followed with two
of her game-high 10 first-half points 45
seconds before halftime, the Hoyas went

From Tokyo to the Hilltop

Chrissie Masdea May Be Georgetown’s Most Unsung Coach

ria

team’s “defense, intensity, and offen-

Booke

Chrissie Masdea . . . as coach watching over her athletes during a recent practice . . ..as an undergraduate (CAS '89).

Bl {i

62, at the Du Pont Pavilion in Philadel-

phia.
;
Knapp said he was enthusiastic about
his team’s play, emphasizing that the
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The best gift any college basketball
team can give its coach is a conference
win on the road. So Coach Pat Knapp
was understandably happy Wednesday,
when the women’s basketball team
ended a three-game losing streak by
downing the Villanova Wildcats, 79-

a—

When Anthony Tucker cameto Georgetown he was described
by Head Coach
Forward Michael Venson (who was John Thompson as, “the best player in
Michael Tate before he changed his the country,” and was touted as the rename) and guard David Edwards left placement for the NBA-bound Reggie
after the end of the 1989-90 school year Williams. However, over the course of
for James Madison and Texas A&M the year, Tucker failed to meet the high
respectively. Tate left for “personal” rea- expectations set for him, and by the end
sons, while Edwards, a flashy point- of the season, was on the bench more
than he was on the floor.
guard, left because of poor grades.
A mid-season two-game suspension
They were followed the next season
by forward Mike Sabol, who moved on
See TRANSFER, p. ¢
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these players doing now?

By Ken House
HOYA Staff Writer

-_—

scholarship athletes graduate? What are

—

first of a series
Georgetown’s men’s basketball program has always prided itself on its
ability to graduate its players, unlike
many other big- time schools. The Hoyas
have never been troubled by allegations
of academic misconduct or investigated
by the NCAA. However, inrecent years
a troubling trend has emerged.
When Charles Harrison transferred to
Wake Forest afew weeks ago he became
the latest in along line of Hoyas to leave
Georgetown well before graduation.
Since 1988, eight players have transferred including all four members of
John Thompson’s 1989 recruiting class.
It all started with forward Anthony
Tucker, a McDonald’s High School AllAmerican from the District, who left for

Widcats,
79-62

La

HOYA Staff Writer

to American University, and guard
Antoine Stoudamire who returned home
to play for Oregon.
The extraordinarily high number of
transfers prompts several questions: Why
did all of these players leave Georgetown? Did Georgetown do its job to help

A

GU Dumps

Catching Up With Those Who Left the Men's Basketball Program
Wake Forest after a disappointing fresh‘man season. The following year saw the
departure of forwards John Turner, who
left after the Rayful Edmund cocaine
debacle, and Milton Bell, another former
high school standout and McDonald’s
All-American.
At that point, one might have attributed three transfers in two years to mere
coincidence. However, transferring soon
reached greater proportions as the 1989
recruiting class began to leave.

—

Women's Basketball

aa

Where Are They Now?
By Chris Miller

See HUSKIES, p. 9
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Robert Churchwell, seen last year versus UConn, scored 19 in this year's win.

teamed inside all night, managed 18
points but went only 5-14 from the floor.
But the real story of the game was
Georgetown’s outside shooting. Guards
Joey Brown, John Jacques and Lonnie
Harrell combined for 9-17 shooting from
three-point territory and were the main
ingredients in an early second-half surge
that propelled Georgetown to a 16-point

Then it was Georgetown’s turn to
misfire offensively asit could only muster a mere eight points over the final
eight minutes of the half, including no
points in the final 3:53. Georgetown’s
poor shooting allowed UConn to claw
its way back into the game and pull to
within five at 33-28 going into the half,
Mourning had only six points on 2-8
shooting from the floor at the half. Buta

[oN

center Alonzo Mourning who, double-

ers, put the Hoyas up by nine, 25-16.

=

19 points, outshining struggling senior

a—

everything we stand for at this university,” said Rienzo.
According toRienzo, Georgetown
has
maintained for several years what is
known as a “cost containment” football
program. This means that Georgetown
does not offer athletic scholarships; has
no major athletic facilities such as athletic dormitories, a large stadium and
extensive training and weights faciliSee FOOTBALL, p. 9
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ing and the surprise play of sophomore
forward Robert Churchwell.
Churchwell led all Hoya scorers with

this is an educational institution, for any
[option] to be rejected is antagonistic to

«oO

win, 70-63, thanks to solid outside shoot-

14-6 overall (7-4 in the Big East) and

moved them into a tie with Pitt for secondin the conference, just one-half game
behind Syracuse.
The Huskies started out flat and a 206 run midway through the first half,
highlighted by two Jacques three-point-

gem, AG

Coming off its worst loss ever in Big
East play last week, the men’s basketball team jumped out to an early lead
Wednesday night against conference
rival Connecticut on its home court,
survived a frantic late run and held on to

LEST

HOYA Staff Writers

lead.
For Connecticut, the loss was its fourth
straight, all against Big East opponents,
and the Huskies fell to 16-5 after cracking the top five in the nation earlier this
season, The Hoyas’ record improved to

ATTN

By Nathan Harrison
and Brian Wheeler

s —

second of a two-part series

After meeting with alumni over the
past few weeks and evaluating their
options, however, the Athletic Department and Director Frank Rienzo have
decided to continue the program.
After the National Collegiate Athletic
Association’s (NCAA) recent rejection
of a proposal to create a new, lesscompetitive Division I-AAA football
conference to meet standards set up by
earlier NCAA rulings, there has been
increased discussion about the future of
football on the Hilltop.
This uncertainty over the program’s
future emerged after the NCAA decided
~ last year to force schools to maintain all
sports in the same division. Georgetown
fields all Division I teams except for
football, which is in Division III. The
defeat of the I-A
A A proposal meant that
Georgetown would have to upgrade the
football program to Division I status,
lose it altogether or drop other programs
to Division III.
Rienzo has outlined three options

Churchwell’s 19 Dooms UConn, 70-63

_—

HOYA Staff Writer

under which Georgetown can continue
the football program and much to the
delight of the program’s supporters,
eliminated options of relegating the program to club status or scrapping it altogether.
“It is becoming increasingly clear to
me that GU can continue its football
program in a mode similar to its present
mode under the present legislation,” said
Rienzo.
The director, alumni and the athletic
department have all said they are committed to continuing football at
Georgetown in one form or another.
“We will look at all of our options -

1 —

By Scott Kozak
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Rienzo Rules Out Disbanding GU Football
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Outside Shots Key
In Hoyas Victory

MD,

Men's Basketball

| MTA

GU Will Maintain
Football Program
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